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Abstract
Next generation sequencing (NGS) is a powerful tool to sequence DNA with a low
error rate at an affordable cost. While NGS is successful with these features, its short
read length leads to difficulty in detecting structural variation of chromosome at a large
scale. The technique of labeling barcode can help resolve these drawbacks by generating
scaffolds for the detection of large-scale structural variation and de novo whole genome
mapping in combination with NGS. Though the labeling barcode technique is well-
developed experimentally, how correctly interpreting the data remains a challenge. In
fact, the behavior of DNA in confinement is not thoroughly understood. There is still
disagreement between experiments and theory that cannot be fully explained. The
sources for the discrepancy may be an oversimplified model or assumption about the
properties of DNA used to interpret the results. The aim of this dissertation research
is to correct the assumption, review an existing model, and propose an approach to
modify the model.
We first corrected an oversimplified assumption about one of DNA physical prop-
erties, the persistence length, in the model we usually used for long DNA. Work on
confined DNA usually assumes there is no dependence of the persistence length on DNA
sequence when DNA is long enough to average over the intrinsic curvature. We correct
this rough assumption using a novel approach to data collection and interpretation, and
development of a model to rationalize the experimental results. Using a high-throughput
genome mapping technique, we obtained circa 50 million measurements of the extension
of internal human DNA segments in a 41 nm × 41 nm nanochannel. The underlying
DNA sequences, obtained by mapping to the reference human genome, reveal that the
DNA persistence length increases by almost 20% as the percent of guanine-cytosine
(G-C) base pairs increases. The increased persistence length is rationalized by a sta-
tistical terpolymer model. This developed model, which contains a sequence-dependent
intrinsic persistence length and a sequence-independent electrostatic persistence length,
can help predict the persistence length of any long DNA sequence for the analysis of
DNA-based experiments.
iv
We next revisited a widely used DNA model, a neutral wormlike chain model,
through a comparison of previous and new experimental data sets with the theory,
as well as a dimensional analysis to provide a possible cause for the disagreement. With
a set of E. coli data from Reinhart et al. [1] and a new set of λ-DNA data from genome
mapping approach, we compared DNA extension distribution in experiments with the-
ory. A breakdown was shown in the model as the channel size drops near or even below
the persistence length of DNA in strong confinement. The discrepancy increases as the
channel size decreases. Moreover, the treatment of using the alignment fluctuations or
the effective channel size as fitting parameters fails to resolve it. Dimensional anal-
ysis of the wormlike chain propagator in channel confinement reveals the importance
of a dimensionless parameter, reflecting the magnitude of the DNA-wall electrostatic
interactions relative to thermal energy, that has not been considered explicitly in the
prevailing theories for DNA confinement in a nanochannel. We thus propose that DNA-
wall electrostatic interactions are the cause for the disagreement between experiments
and theory and it has to be taken into consideration in a DNA model development.
We hope all the findings in this dissertation provide a deeper understanding of DNA
properties and behavior in confinement and inspire scientists toward a new research
direction to make a more robust DNA model for data interpretation of DNA-based
experiments.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 DNA Sequencing
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the carrier of the genetic information of organisms. It
has been studied intensely since 1953, when its three-dimensional double helical struc-
ture was found [5]. DNA is a natural biopolymer which is made up of repeating units
called nucleotides. Each nucleotide is composed of a phosphate group, a sugar group and
one of four nitrogen bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C),
as shown in Fig. 1.1. By reading the sequence of DNA, that is the order of base pairs
(bp), genomic data can be obtained and decoded to translate into genetic information.
Much effort has been devoted to studying DNA to understand the growth, development,
functioning, reproduction, and evolution of living organisms [5,6]. The Human Genome
Project (HGP) was launched in 1990 and declared completed in 2003 [7]. It was an
international research project to sequence the human genome which involved a small
number of individuals and assembled together results deducing the complete sequence
for each chromosome as a reference. The assembled sequences show that extremely small
differences in genotypes can lead to a large variation in phenotypes [8,9]. This striking
discovery motivated scientists to be further dedicated to mapping various genomes for
genetic research.
The first sequencing technologies can be traced back to the 1970s with two-dimensional
chromatography [12]. Shortly thereafter, different sequencing techniques, such as Maxam-
Gilbert sequencing and Sanger sequencing, emerged to improve the accuracy and reduce
1
2Figure 1.1: The chemical structure of the DNA double helix. The nitrogen bases of two
strands are bound via hydrogen bonds according to base pairing rules: A with T, and
G with C. Reproduced from wikipedia website [10].
the cost [13, 14]. Maxam-Gilbert sequencing, known as one of the first generation se-
quencing methods, was popular in the beginning but fell out of favor due to the radioac-
tive labeling methods and toxic chemicals needed in the process [15]. Sanger sequencing,
the other first generation sequencing method, was the major technique used in the HGP,
and it can sequence DNA fragments up to 900 bp long at an error rate of 1% [16, 17].
Despite the merit of lower error rate and the reduction of hazardous chemicals needed
3Figure 1.2: The cost needed to analyze a human size genome from 2001 to 2015. Re-
produced from National Institutes of Health (NIH) website [11].
compared to the previous sequencing methods [13–15,18], Sanger sequencing is a costly
and time-consuming process and is difficult to scale-up. With the goal of improv-
ing these drawbacks of the Sanger sequencing techniques, Next-Generation Sequencing
(NGS) was developed and became a popular tool to sequence DNA.
One of the main difference between Sanger sequencing and NGS is the sequencing
volume. While Sanger sequencing can only sequence a single fragment at a time, NGS
has a parallel system that sequences massive amounts of fragments simultaneously per
run [20]. This benefit reduces the time and the cost needed to sequence a huge genome
effectively. Figure 1.2 shows the cost needed to sequence a human size genome (3000
megabase pairs, Mbp) has reduced from $100,000,000 to about $1000 over the last
15 years [11]. This dramatic drop in cost, attributed to the technique of NGS [14,
21, 22], means that it is no longer a dream for the public to know their own DNA
sequence at an affordable price. Despite the lower cost and the higher throughput, some
challenges of NGS still exist and limit its development for further analysis. For example,
NGS requires PCR to make copies of DNA segments, which will cause mutation and
4Figure 1.3: An example of how NGS aligns the sequences of 50 bp read length against
the reference to detect a base pair mutation. Reproduced from Ref. [19].
amplification bias in product yield [23]. The read length of NGS has a limit of ∼300
bp, which means extremely high coverage is required to sequence a genome of large size
as shown in Fig. 1.3, and simultaneously, it is insensitive to the structural variations
of chromosome [24, 25]. Structural variation is the genomic alteration of an organism’s
5Figure 1.4: Overview of the different types of structural variations, including dupli-
cation, inversion, deletion, insertion, and translocation. Reproduced from BioNinja
website [26].
chromosome. Common structural variations including duplication, inversion, deletion,
insertion, and translocation, as shown in Fig. 1.4 [26], may occur on a sequence length
between 1 kilobase pair (kbp) and 3 Mbp [27]. If we want to acquire information about
structural variations by NGS, huge data storage space with required hardware is a
challenge that needs to be overcome. Another powerful technique for sequencing DNA,
optical mapping, was brought to the research field to detect structural variations at a
large scale based on the need.
1.2 Optical Mapping
Optical mapping, first developed by Schwartz et al. [28], is a technique that images chro-
mosome and DNA at a single molecule level using restriction enzymes. In this approach,
large DNA fragments are elongated and immobilized on glass or molten agarose, treated
with enzymatic digestion and cut into fragments. The size of DNA fragments can be
measured through its fluorescence intensity profiles, and the corresponding molecular
mass can be converted accordingly. These DNA pieces are collectively mapped as a
unique ‘fingerprint’ or ‘barcode’ for that sequence by overlapping repeated fragments.
The original goal of the technique is to preserve the internal order of a molecule so that
the long-range information of a sequence can be obtained without amplification. When
the technique combined with NGS, the resulting restriction map provides scaffolds for
whole genome mapping and helps align the sequence in an order at a large scale, which
eliminates the shortcoming of NGS. However, this method is limited by imprecise DNA
6length measurement due to the non-uniform stretching [29], and the loss of information
at the ends of DNA segments by the fragmentation [30]. Thus, DNA labeling bar-
code technique was developed by replacing restriction enzymes with nicking enzymes
to generate barcodes [29]. DNA labeling barcode technique, unlike the restriction en-
zyme which fragments DNA, preserves the intact molecule by inserting fluorophores at
sequence-specific nicks using nicking enzymes. After the labeling process, the backbone
of DNA is stained with a fluorescent dye and stretched in a microfluidic device. In com-
bination with fluorescence microscopy, the DNA backbone is detected and the distance
between two adjacent labels can be measured. By knowing the distance between labels,
and repeating the measurement with multiple overlapping long DNA fragments, it is
possible to generate maps of parts of the genomes for matching against known refer-
ences [29,31–34]. Figure 1.5 shows the standard process to generate a labeling barcode
for genome mapping. This map is critical to detect structural variations at a large scale
as shown in Fig. 1.6. Structural variations at a length scale of kbp can be detected in
a relatively short time, which NGS cannot achieve by its short read length.
While optical mapping resolves the insensitivity of NGS to chromosome structural
variations, DNA linearization is another technical problem that shows up and remains
challenging to scientists. Elongation of long DNA fragments is the key step of genome
mapping. DNA is not rigid but a semiflexible polymer that has a randomized configu-
ration due to thermal fluctuation. It coils and forms hairpins in free solution, but can
be linearized with an external force or in confinement. Proper linearization of DNA
helps reduce thermal fluctuation and thus the ordered information of optical maps can
be read. In fact, through stretching DNA molecules, the resolution of mapping can be
reduced from ∼10 Mbp for DNA in metaphase chromosomes to ∼1 kbp [35].
As mentioned earlier, restriction mapping needs DNA fragments to be elongated
on the glass to read-out the order. Explicitly, this traditional ‘combing’-based optical
mapping uses fluid flows to elongate and fix molecules onto the surfaces of a pretreated
glass [29, 36, 37]. In the original version of the process, the glass is first pretreated by
having a layer of a vinyl silane on it. When the glass slide is dipped into the DNA
solution, DNA molecules will attach to the glass surface by one end. As the slide is
withdrawn, the DNA molecules can be stretched and aligned by a receding air-water
interface and left to dry over the surface [37]. This process has been commercialized
7Figure 1.5: Long genomic DNA is extracted from the sample and nicked at sequence-
specific sites with a nicking enzyme, such as Nb.BbvCI. The nicks are labeled with
fluorophores and repaired by DNA ligase. Labeled DNA molecules are elongated in
confinement and imaged using fluorescence microscopy to detect the labels on DNA
backbone and a labeling barcode can be generated. The map can then be compared
to a known reference and used as a scaffold for genome assembly and characterization.
Reproduced from Ref. [30].
by companies Genomic Vision and OpGen. Another modified process with the similar
idea develops fluid flows within a tiny, evaporating droplet to stretch and immobilize
molecules onto the derivatized glass surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1.7 [36]. Although such
evaporation-driven flow can produce extended molecules in general direction of the flow,
stretched molecules often overlap due to random positioning (Fig. 1.7D), which makes
the measurement and analysis extremely difficult especially for genomic DNA of large
size [38].
Another approach of using external force to linearize DNA is based on a hydro-
dynamic focusing technique in microfluidics [29, 39]. In this method, double-stranded
DNA is first tagged at sequence-specific motif sites with fluorescent bisPNA (Peptide
8Figure 1.6: An example of structural variation detection by optical mapping technique.
(a) Image of a single field of view containing a mixture of nick-labeled DNA molecules in
the nanoarray. (b) The distribution of the DNA molecules imaged on the nanoarray by
length. The majority of the molecules are 100-170 kbp in length. (c) After clustering
of DNA molecules based on nick-labeling patterns, consensus maps with overlapping
patterns are assembled into contiguous-sequence motif maps. (d) The Nt.BspQI map
indicates that the sample genome (gray line with red dots) has a 4 kbp deletion as
compared with the reference genome (gray line with blue dots), with a 7 kbp and an
11 kbp fragment between two neighboring sites. (e) An Nt.BspQI site identified in the
region (arrow) is found in the reference genome (gray line with blue dots), splitting the
24 kbp fragment into 7 kbp and 17 kbp fragments. The sample genome produced by
genome mapping (gray line with red dots) shows a 24 kbp fragment with a haplotype
variation in the adjacent region. Reproduced from Ref. [29].
9Figure 1.7: λ-DNA was dissolved in Tris-EDTA buffer containing 0.5% glycerol de-
posited onto APTES-treated glass surfaces, dried and stained. (A) An image of droplets
on a derivatized surface. (B) Close-up of a droplet within the grid. (C) Elongated DNA
molecules on the surface before restriction digestion. (D) Magnified image of elongated
DNA molecules contained within the droplet shown in B before restriction digestion.
(E) DNA molecules in B, different field, after digestion with a restriction enzyme. Note
the appearance of gaps signaling enzyme cleavage sites. (F) DNA molecules after diges-
tion with another restriction enzyme. [Bars: 20 µm (A-C); 5 µm (D-F).] Reproduced
from Ref. [36].
Nucleic Acid). The labeled DNA is then stretched in a single channel microscale device
by elongation flow and the sequence-specific fluorescent tags are detected by a mul-
ticolor detection system [39]. Although this technique, also known as Direct Linear
Analysis (DLA), elongates and aligns longer DNA molecules without overlap [40], the
non-uniform stretching and limited throughput still remain challenges that need to be
conquered for large-scale genome mapping with accuracy [41,42].
In addition to external force, loading DNA in confinement is an alternative to lin-
earizing DNA. Figure 1.9 shows how a coil structure of a long DNA molecule can be
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Figure 1.8: Schematics of the Direct Linear Analysis technology. (A) A cross-section of
the microfluidic device (top view). (B) Optical scheme (side view). The excitation and
detection are arranged within a confocal fluorescence microscope. (C) Typical raw data
traces from channels 1-3 for a single tagged DNA molecule. The red and blue traces arise
from the fluorescence of the intercalating dye when the DNA backbone travels through
the excitation spots ExII and ExIII, respectively. The green spikes are detected when
the DNA-bound PNA tags pass through the excitation spot ExI and emit bursts of
photons. Reproduced from Ref. [39].
linearized as the scale of confinement drops [43]. High-throughput and high resolution
of the map are the goals when we develop an optical genome mapping technique. A
nanochannel array used as a platform to generate labeling barcodes can provide high-
throughput results and avoid the drawbacks of the traditional methods to elongate
DNA. There are several types of geometries a nanochannel array could take, such as
nanoslit, nanotube, triangular nanochannel, rectangle or square nanochannel, and spa-
tial gradient structures. Several studies have shown that not only the configuration but
also the physical properties of DNA are greatly affected in such confinement [44,45]. In
order to correctly interpret experimental results from optical mapping using nanochan-
nels for further clinical and genetic research, deep understanding of static and dynamic
properties of DNA in confinement is required.
In combination with proper confinement, optical mapping becomes a powerful tool to
generate high-throughput labeling barcodes for large-scale genome mapping. For exam-
ple, the company Bionano Genomics commercializes the technique as a series of products
such as nanochannel array, DNA reagents for experiments, a laser system paired with
a fluorescence detector to detect fluorescence labels, and corresponding bioinformatic
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Figure 1.9: The coil structure of a long DNA molecule in free solution can be linearized
through nanoscale confinement. Reproduced from Bionano Genomics website [43].
software for consumers to analyze targeted DNA by themselves [43]. The result ob-
tained from the technique provides good scaffolds for structural variation detection and
whole genome mapping when coupled by NGS [46,47].
1.3 Research Outline
Nowadays, after decades of improvement, optical mapping with DNA linearization in
confinement has been a well-developed technique which has been widely used for scien-
tific research in multiple fields. The next step to make it even better is focused on the
data interpretation. It is worthwhile to answer some questions like “How DNA extends
in confinement?” and “How thermal fluctuations are reduced in that confinement?”
before further analysis. As mentioned in the last section, genetic information needs to
be translated from these experimental results through correct data interpretation. How
the data are analyzed relies on the comprehensive understanding of DNA behavior in
confinement and the corresponding physical properties, and all these are like a huge
puzzle where each finding is a piece of it. In fact, physicists have already put a lot of
effort to try to find every piece of the puzzle. For example, four regimes as a function of
channel size were successively proposed to give possible predictions of how DNA behaves
in certain confinement [44,48–51]. In addition, the change in the physical properties of
DNA with experimental condition, like how the rigidity of DNA is affected by the salt
concentration of buffer solution, was also well-studied [52,53]. However, even with these
pieces of the puzzle at hand, there is still some disagreement between experiment and
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theory which cannot be fully explained. As such, the goal of this dissertation research
focuses on finding the missing pieces of the puzzle. In particular, we aim to correct an
oversimplified assumption about the properties of DNA, review a widely used model which
describes the behavior of DNA in confinement with an analysis of using a previous and
new sets of experimental data, and propose a possible cause for the disagreement between
experiment and theory. Moreover, conventional methods which were used to study DNA
properties at a single DNA level, such as neutron scattering [54], magnetic tweezers [55]
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [56], are usually too laborious and time-consuming
to collect enough data points for making any conclusion. We thus adopted the high-
throughput labeling barcode technique developed by Bionano Genomics for the data
collection in this whole research work. Once the high-throughput data were obtained,
relevant statistical analyses were applied to interpret the results. By combining DNA
physics and statistics, two disciplines which did not cross over in the past, a new insight
about the physical properties of DNA was offered with trustworthy data.
In line with the above goals, Chapter 2 provides a brief background and reviews
recent literature concerning the physics of confined DNA, which are necessary to under-
stand the materials presented in the following chapters. We begin with the introduction
of several key physical parameters of DNA in confinement and summarizes how these
properties depend on the sequence and the ionic strength of the solution. We then pro-
vide an overview of all stages of nanochannel confinement, and focus on the two regimes
which are relevant to the dissertation research.
With the basic background summarized in the last chapter, Chapter 3 is the first
missing piece of the puzzle found by correcting an oversimplified assumption about one
of the DNA properties, the persistence length, in the model we usually use for long DNA.
People usually assume there is no dependence of the persistence length on DNA sequence
when DNA is long enough to average over the intrinsic curvature. We correct this rough
assumption through the approach of data collection, result interpretation, and model
development to predict the persistence length of any long DNA sequence. Explicitly, we
explain how we worked collaboratively with Bionano Genomics to gain high-throughput
data and employed relevant statistical analyses to make a convincing conclusion. We
subsequently develop a theoretical statistical terpolymer model which consists of an
intrinsic sequence-dependent term and an electrostatic sequence-independent term to
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rationalize the strong correlation between the persistence length and DNA sequence
found in the experiment. This model helps estimate the persistence length of arbitrary
DNA sequence with known base pair composition and experimental condition. We are
optimistic that the model proposed will prove useful for quantitative analysis of DNA-
based experiments.
The next missing piece of the puzzle is found by reviewing a robust DNA model, a
neutral wormlike chain model, through an analysis of using previous and new sets of
experimental data. In Chapter 4, we compare the data with the theory and provide
a possible cause for the discrepancy. DNA confinement in a nanochannel typically is
understood via mapping to the confinement of an equivalent neutral polymer by hard
walls. This model has proven to be effective for confinement in relatively large channels
where hairpin formation is frequent. An analysis of existing experimental data for E.
coli DNA extension in channels smaller than the persistence length, combined with an
additional data set for λ-DNA confined in a 34 nm wide channel obtained through a
high-throughput genome mapping technique, reveals a breakdown in this approach as
the channel size approaches the Odijk regime of strong confinement. In particular, the
predicted extension distribution obtained from the asymptotic solution to the weakly-
correlated telegraph model for a confined wormlike chain deviates significantly from
the experimental distribution obtained for DNA confinement in the 34 nm channel,
and the discrepancy cannot be resolved by treating the alignment fluctuations or the
effective channel size as fitting parameters. We posit that the DNA-wall electrostatic
interactions, which plays an important role in governing the extension of DNA for
channels close to the persistence length, are the source of the disagreement between
theory and experiment by providing a dimensional analysis to reinforce our argument.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the important discoveries of this dissertation and
proposes possible works for future research directions with some preliminary data and
corresponding analysis. In particular, this chapter highlights the gaps in the puzzle
which have not been solved yet but are the most relevant to this work.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides a brief background and reviews recent literature concerning the
physics of confined DNA, which are necessary to understand the materials presented in
the following chapters. Section 2.1 begins with the introduction of several key physical
parameters of DNA in confinement and summarizes how these properties depend on the
sequence and the ionic strength of the solution. Section 2.2 provides an overview of all
stages of nanochannel confinement, and focuses on the two regimes which are relevant
to the dissertation research. For more details, please see the review article by Reisner
et al. [44]
2.1 Fundamental Physical Properties of DNA
A polymer is a macromolecule composed of numerous repeating monomers. Different
chemistries and various amounts of repeating monomers endow polymers with unique
physical properties. DNA is a natural biopolymer whose repeating unit is nucleotide.
Over the past decades, physicists have made concerted efforts to understand the physi-
cal properties of polymers by using DNA as an important model system. Long double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules can be visualized and studied at a single molecule
level by staining the molecule and using fluorescence microscopy [57, 58]. To properly
study and interpret the experimental results, several key physical parameters character-
izing DNA were defined: the contour length (L), the persistence length (lp), the DNA
effective width (w) and the wall-DNA depletion width (δ). Figure 2.1 shows a schematic
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of DNA as a wormlike chain with the end-to-end length (R), per-
sistence length (lp), effective width (w) and wall-DNA depletion width (δ). Reproduced
from Ref. [44].
of a typical DNA conformation with most parameters labeled. Below we provide the
introduction to each parameter.
2.1.1 Contour length (L)
The contour length is the length of end-to-end distance, R, of a DNA molecule stretched
without thermal fluctuation. It can be calculated simply by taking the total number
of base pairs in a molecule and multiplying by the average rise of a base pair. For
B-state dsDNA, the average rise of a base pair is 0.34 nm [59]. Let’s take λ-DNA as
an example, which is the most commonly used DNA for DNA experiments. Unstained
λ-DNA with 48,510 bp in total, has a contour length of 16.5 µm. When doing genome
mapping and single DNA analysis, in order to make DNA visible with fluorescence
microscopy, fluorescent dyes like YOYO-1 or TOTO-1 are used to stain molecules to
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enhance signal by intercalating binding. The bis-intercalation of fluorescent dyes is well-
known to increase the contour length of DNA [60,61], which is an issue we need to take
into consideration when we interpret the results. In this dissertation research, we used
low dye loading (1 dye molecule per 37 bp) in experiments to reduce the effect caused
by the binding dye on the contour length.
2.1.2 Persistence length (lp)
DNA is not rigid but a semiflexible polymer that has a randomized configuration due
to thermal fluctuation. The persistence length, which can capture the rigidity of DNA,
has multiple definitions based on the mathematical description. One is connected to the
molecular architecture of the atoms, which maps the persistence length to the thermal
energy (kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature)
and the dimension of space at the atomic scale [44]. Another commonly used definition
is defined by the distance over which two segments of the chain remain directionally
correlated [62, 63]. There are several experimental methods to measure the persistence
length of DNA, including light or neutron scattering (see reference in [64]), magnetic
tweezers [55], and AFM [56]. All of these methods return a value of persistence length
by accounting for a balance between energy and entropy [44].
Persistence length is significantly dependent on the salt concentration of the solvent.
The salt concentration, which can be converted into ionic strength, can cause up to a
60% difference to DNA persistence length between high (> 100 mM, lp = 50 nm) and
low (< 10 mM, lp = 80 nm) ionic strength buffer [52,53].
Classical theory suggests that the measured persistence length is the sum of the
bare persistence length and the electrostatic contribution, which can be written as the
following formula [52,53,65]
lp = lp,0 +Aλ
2
D, (2.1)
where lp,0 represents a ‘bare’ persistence length which can be estimated at a high salt
buffer solution. A is a prefactor that is simplified by Manning condensation theory to
account for charge density and Bjerrum length [66]. λD is Debye length that is affected
by the ionic strength. Though Eq. (2.1) suggests lp ∼ λ2D, Dobrynin posited lp ∼ λD
instead by arguing the deformation mode which overestimated the electrostatic energy
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penalty due to chain bending in Eq. (2.1) [67]. By fitting to experimental data for
λ-DNA, Dobrynin obtained an empirical formula
lp ≈ 46.1nm + 6.3λD. (2.2)
It is hard to validate which definition is the correct one based on the existing data. In the
following chapters, we chose to apply the Eq. (2.2) from Dobrynin and the calculated
ionic strength of our experimental results to estimate the electrostatic contribution of
solution to lp.
It is reasonable to question if the persistence length of DNA varies with base pair
sequence, and the answer is absolutely yes. The bare persistence length, lp,0, accounts
for the elastic moduli of the sequence itself. A previous study has shown that elastic
constants of the DNA helix are associated with DNA sequence [68]. Explicitly, four-fold
difference in the elastic constants of DNA helix was found for the sequences of dG-dC
compared to the sequence of random dAT tracts [68]. Biophysicists also have found
that some specific sequences of around 100 bp have unique intrinsic curvature which is
critical to nucleosome positioning [69–72]. The dependence of intrinsic curvature on se-
quence implies that the bending energies between nucleotides differ substantially. This
difference should manifest at long length scales in the DNA persistence length in the
same way that hindered rotation around carbon-carbon bonds leads to a 13% increase in
statistical segment length for polystyrene when compared to polyethylene [73]. For ex-
ample, while a random sequence has the persistence length of 64 nm long, the relatively
large persistence length of 84 nm was found for poly(dG− dC)·poly(dG− dC) under the
same experimental condition [74]. Though the persistence length of DNA must depend
on the sequence, physical experiments using long DNA (>2000 bp) typically assume it
is a weak function of sequences for simplicity. The potential inaccuracy of data analysis
caused by using overly simplistic models for the DNA persistence length motivated this
research study. To understand how the persistence length of long DNA depends on
the sequence composition, we conducted experiments using a high-throughput genome
mapping technique with human DNA and proposed a statistical terpolymer model to
rationalize our experimental results in Chapter 3.
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2.1.3 Effective width (w)
The effective width quantifies the repulsive interaction between negatively charged DNA
segments, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The screening of backbone charges by the counterions
in the solution will affect not only the lp but also the w of DNA. Both lp and w increase
when the ionic strength of the buffer decreases, which makes the DNA stiffer. [64] The
standard approximation to predict the w was proposed by Stigter [75] using Poisson-
Boltzmann theory to calculate a rod-rod interaction potential, and then evaluating the
rod-rod excluded volume by the interaction. The estimation agrees well with the exper-
imental results using techniques such as light scattering, sedimentation and measure-
ments of the probability of DNA knotting during cyclization [76–78]. Both experiments
and theory suggest that the effective width is highly dependent on the ionic strength,
varying from 5 nm at high concentration (100 mM) to 20 nm at low ionic strength (<
10 mM) [44].
2.1.4 Wall-DNA depletion width (δ)
The wall-DNA depletion width is used to explain the repulsions between DNA and the
device walls, which includes the hardcore interaction and the electrostatic contribution
if the wall is also negatively charged [79], as shown in Fig. 2.1. Knowing the depletion
width is important since the effective channel size, Deff , which is the actual cross-
sectional width where DNA is accessible, is defined as
Deff = D − δ, (2.3)
where D is the measured channel size. Many studies equate the depletion length with
the effective width to approximate Deff by modeling the DNA-wall repulsions as in-
tersegmental DNA interactions. This approximation yields around 10% error between
simulation and experiments [80], and this uncertainty is usually explained away as a
source of the systematic error when interpreting the results [44, 81, 82]. In addition
to the approximation of δ = w, there are two other models for the estimation of the
depletion length. In the model proposed by Derek Stein [44], DNA is considered as a
charged, semiflexible polymer interacting with the electric potential created by the wall.
The other model, which was proposed by Reisner et al. [44], regards DNA as a charged,
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rigid rod instead of a semiflexible chain with hindered rotation due to the wall. Among
these three models, none of them can fully explain the results of every experiment. It
is the complex dependence of the depletion width on the ionic strength that makes the
complete resolution of the disagreement difficult.
Our group recently conducted a series of experiments using the Bionano Genomics
Irys platform to study the dependence of the depletion width on the ionic strength
[83]. We generated high-throughput data by a genome mapping technique [84–86] and
analyzed the existing models for the depletion lengths with the measurements. A simple
model for the depletion length of DNA in a high ionic strength buffer is built in the
work [83] and was used to re-evaluate data from previous experiments. We found it
surprising that the deviations between the theory and experiments are increased by
approximately 20% after the approximation of Deff was corrected by the calculated δ
from our model. The increased deviation means that the rough approximation of δ = w
is not the main factor for the disagreement between the theory and experiments. This
result (Fig. 7 of Ref. [83]) motivates us to further investigate the potential sources
of systematic error in experimental studies and mapping technology. There should
be some other systematic error sources, such as the unknown dye loading effect on
the persistence length of DNA, which were reported by conflicting results [87–92] in
experimental studies, or the oversimplified wormlike chain model which ignores the local
electrostatic interactions between DNA and the wall. The results reported by our group
recently suggest re-examining the basic physical properties of DNA in a confinement. We
thus reanalyzed the data by Reinhart et al. [1], conducted another set of experiments
using the genome mapping technique with λ-DNA to remove all possible artifacts in
previous experiments, and re-analyzed the theory of DNA confined in a nanochannel
near the Odijk regime in Chapter 4. For more detailed information about the models
of the depletion width, see Ref. [83].
2.2 DNA in Nanochannel Confinement
As mentioned in the last section, DNA is a popular model for researchers to study
polymer physics. With proper confinement and the use of fluorescence microscopy, DNA
can be visualized and its static as well as dynamic properties can be observed. DNA
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of four different regimes in nanochannel confinements with in-
creasing channel widths D, (a) the Odijk regime, (b) the backfolded Odijk regime, (c)
the extended de Gennes regime, and (d) the de Gennes regime. Reproduced from Ref.
[44].
confinement in a nanochannel is typically understood via mapping to the confinement
of an equivalent neutral polymer by hard walls. There are multiple regimes for a square
nanochannel confinement in a width of D. Figure 2.2 shows four different regimes in
nanochannel confinements with increasing channel widths. In Fig. 2.2(d) where D  lp,
known as the de Gennes regime, the semiflexible wormlike chain is weakly affected by the
confinement and the molecule coils like a series of blobs with the conformation in each
blob is a self-avoiding random walk. In this regime, the radius assumes the channel width
up to an upper limit of the radius of gyration, Rg, in solution [48]. The conformation
of the polymer is dominated by the hard-core repulsion of the intersegmental DNA
interactions with the effective width w, which is defined in the last section. As the
width of the confinement decreases, the influence of the wall becomes stronger. In the
lower limit where D  lp, also known as the Odijk regime (Fig. 2.2(a)), the bending
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energy increases and the molecule can no longer coil or back fold to form a hairpin. In
this regime, the chain can produce successive deflection segments with a special length
scale λ called the ‘Odijk deflection length’ [93], and is extended close to its contour
length, with small fluctuations in alignment with respect to the channel axis [49,94,95].
Within the two limiting cases, there are two regimes that have not been introduced
yet, the backfolded Odijk regime, and the extended de Gennes regime, as shown in
Fig. 2.2(b) and (c), respectively. As the channel width decreases below the critical
length of the de Gennes regime, that is the D∗∗ shown in the Fig. 2.2, Odijk argued
that the isometric blobs in the de Gennes regime will become anisometric [49]. In
the extended de Gennes regime, the excluded-volume interaction is still significant and
dominates the linear ordering of blobs, but not strong enough to drive the blob statistics
as the one in the de Gennes regime [44]. As the channel width keeps decreasing and
drops below D∗, roughly equal to 2lp, but still beyond the Odijk regime, the wall effect
increases and the entropy reduces. In this regime, the space is still small enough that
the polymer chain can produce deflection segments, but also large enough that it can
form hairpins. Odijk [49] proposed the scaling behavior in this so-called backfolded
Odijk regime requires that the polymer exhibits a very large monomer anisotropy [51],
the latter measured by the ratio of the persistence length to the effective width of the
polymer. For DNA, the monomer anisotropy lp/w saturates at lp/w ≈ 10 at high
ionic strength and decreases with decreasing ionic strength [64]. As a result, DNA will
not exhibit a backfolded Odijk regime [51]. Rather, the extension of DNA confined
in channels near the persistence length typically appears as a smooth transition from
the de Gennes scaling to the Odijk scaling, with an apparent extension scaling that is
inverse of the channel size [96–101].
Recently, two complementary theories have emerged that subsume the physics of
the extended de Gennes regime and the backfolded Odijk regime into a single regime
characterized by weak excluded volume interactions [4, 102]. The key result of both
theories [4, 102] is the existence of a new scaling parameter, α, that represents the
typical number of overlaps per hairpin bend in the chain, with the fractional extension
of the chain scaling like α1/3. Importantly, the scaling of the fractional extension is not
predicated on a large value of the monomer anisotropy. As a result, these theories [4,102]
should permit a description of DNA extension when D ≈ lp, a technologically important
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case [29] for which the inequalities required in Odijk scaling theories [49] cannot be
satisfied.
The data discussed in this dissertation research were all measured in nanochannels
ranging from 34 nm to 51 nm, which are somewhat smaller than the persistence length
of DNA (≈ 50 nm in a high ionic strength buffer), and thus being proximate to the Odijk
regime but not yet satisfying the strong inequality D  lp. In principle, we could take
advantage of Odijk scaling and one of the new theories, the weakly-correlated telegraph
model [4], to facilitate the analysis of the distribution of extension and other physical
properties of DNA for further study. However, a breakdown was revealed in the approach
as the channel size approaches the Odijk regime of strong confinement in this dissertation
research. We posit that the DNA-wall electrostatic interactions, which are sensible
throughout a significant fraction of the channel cross-section in the Odijk regime, is
the source of the disagreement between theory and experiment. For more detail about
the weakly-correlated telegraph model, and the discussion on the disagreement between
the theory and experimental studies for DNA confined in a nanochannel near the Odijk
regime, see Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
Sequence-Dependent Persistence
Length of Long DNA
This chapter is based on the publication
H.-M. Chuang, J. G. Reifenberger, H. Cao, and K. D. Dorfman, “Sequence-Dependent
Persistence Length of Long DNA”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 227802 (2017). [103]
3.1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, long molecules of double-stranded DNA have emerged as an
important model system in polymer physics, with applications in rheology [57,104–106],
confined polymers [38, 44, 79, 96, 107], and transport in model porous media [38, 108].
A particularly salient advantage of DNA is the ability to visualize the polymer by
fluorescence microscopy, thereby directly interrogating the underlying physical models
at the single-molecule level. The proper interpretation of these experiments requires
an accurate measurement of the DNA persistence length. Often, the persistence length
is obtained from force-extension experiments [55] or polyelectrolyte theory [67]. These
approaches often assume that the persistence length of DNA is, at most, a weak function
of sequence. In this chapter, we present data obtained from a high-throughput genomic
mapping method [1, 29] that calls into question this widespread assumption. Using
circa 5 × 107 measurements of DNA extension in nanochannels, we show that the 2%
increase in fractional extension as % GC content increases (which does not affect the
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genome mapping strategy employed here) translates into a persistence length that varies
by almost 20% due to the relatively weak dependence of the fractional extension on
persistence length in the Odijk regime [93]. Building on existing concepts [67, 68],
we rationalize our results by modeling long DNA as a statistical terpolymer with a
sequence-dependent intrinsic persistence length.
3.2 Background
The neglect of DNA sequence in many polymer physics experiments stands in stark con-
trast to that in biophysics. The so-called “intrinsic curvature” of DNA, which emerges
over circa 100 base pairs, depends strongly on DNA sequence [2,68,109] and is purported
to play a role in biological processes such as nucleosome positioning [69–72]. Likewise,
certain sequences such as poly(A) tracts introduce local bends in DNA [56, 110–112],
again at very short length scales. These local properties are modeled by a sequence-
dependent bending energy that depends on the dinucleotide pair being bent [2,68]. The
dependence of intrinsic curvature on sequence implies, inter alia, that the dinucleotide
bending energies differ substantially. As such, they should manifest at long length scales
in the DNA persistence length in the same way that hindered rotation around carbon-
carbon bonds leads to a 13% increase in statistical segment length for polystyrene when
compared to polyethyelene [73].
3.3 Data Collection
3.3.1 Nanochannel Experiments
Measuring how the DNA persistence length depends on sequence, while simultaneously
ensuring the sequence is long enough to average over the intrinsic curvature, is an
onerous task. Standard methods, such as light or neutron scattering (see references
in [64]), magnetic tweezers [55] and AFM [56] are inherently low-throughput. We thus
adopted the genome-mapping approach described in Fig. 3.1.
Briefly, DNA was prepared from a cell line created for the HAPMAP project,
NA12878 from the CEPH Utah Reference collection. The sample’s origin is from a
Caucasian female. The DNA were nick-labeled using Nt·BspQI (New England Biolabs)
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Figure 3.1: Experimental approach to measure the persistence length of DNA over a
wide range of sequences. (a) Human DNA are fluorescently labeled at the GCTCTTC
sequence by nick labeling and the backbone is stained with YOYO-1. (b) The labeled
DNA are stretched in a 41 nm × 41 nm nanochannel using the high-throughput Irys
genome mapping system. (c) Individual molecules are mapped to the (d) reference
human genome, which reveals the underlying sequence – and % GC content – between
nick sites. This particular molecule (154.6 kbp) has 30 nick sites; the % GC content
values for 4 of the 435 possible pairs of nicking sites on this molecule are indicated.
to insert cy-3-like fluorescent nucleotides at the nick site GCTCTTC [29], and the back-
bone was stained with YOYO-1 (Invitrogen) at a ratio of 1 dye molecule to 37 base
pairs (Fig. 3.1a) [86]. The DNA were then stretched by electrokinetic injection into an
array of 41 nm wide, square nanochannels on an Irys v2 chip (BioNano Genomics) and
imaged on a research-grade version of the Irys system (Fig. 3.1b) using the IrysPrep
buffer (BioNano Genomics, ionic strength = 48 mM). We obtained data on 452,219 DNA
molecules at least 150 kbp in size. Individual molecules were kept for further analysis if
they met the following two criteria: 9 or more nick sites on the molecules and aligned
to the reference with a p-value ≤ 10−9. The data aligned at a rate of 85% resulting in
a coverage of 36×. We only considered the extension between pairs of nick sites in a
given chromosome that are (i) separated by at least 2.5 kbp (for adequate resolution)
and 393 kbp (for adequate sampling) and (ii) do not contain any N-base (unknown)
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regions in the human genome. Removing N-base regions is essential, as these unknown
sequences in the reference genome introduce systematic errors [113]. Figure 3.1c shows a
representative molecule with 30 nick sites; the % GC content for the sequences between
4 of the 435 possible pairs of nicking sites on this molecule are indicated in Fig. 3.1d.
3.3.2 Selection of Nick Pairs
In the first pass through the data, we required that all nick sites from the human
reference needed to be a resolvable site with no chance of resolution interference. Nearby
nicking sites can appear as a single dot due to the diffraction limited optics in the system.
In typical nanochannel mapping experiments, the ability to resolve pairs of nick sites
is limited by the optics. The ability to distinguish the two fluorescent “dots” increases
with increasing genomic distance between them until reaching a plateau at a separation
of 2500 bp. Note that nearby labels (say, 3 kbp apart) that are not resolved are unlikely
to have a significant effect on the analysis; the computed stretching the single dot and
some other label in the 5’ direction would be 500 bp shorter but a similar measurement
between the single dot and some label in the 3’ direction would be 500 bp longer (or
vice versa). Such systematic errors would likely average out, and the effect certainly
becomes diluted as the distance between this single dot and some other label becomes
large.
We thus searched the human genome for singly resolvable nick sites between 2.5 kbp
apart and 500 kbp apart and calculated the % GC content between each pair based on
the reference genome. This search produced 5,563,589 possible pairs of nick sites. We
then further refined our search by requiring that a given pair of nick sites appear at least
10 times in the data set to provide adequate sampling. This reduced the total number
of nick sites to 2,298,508 pairs, owing to the relatively low 36× coverage of the genome,
which forced us to remove many of the nick pairs with separations greater than 300
kbp. Figure 3.2a shows that, using the 2,298,508 nick sites that were sampled at least
10 times, there is a systematic under-extension for short genomic distances between the
nick sites, Nkbp, and low % GC values. Examining these particular nick pairs identified
them as regions of the human genome containing unknown sequences (N-base regions)
in the reference. We thus returned to our analysis and only included nick pairs that
satisfy the above resolution criteria and do not contain any N-bases. The resulting data
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Figure 3.2: Average fractional extension as a function of % GC content and genomic
distance Nkbp between nick sites using (a) 2,298,508 resolvable nick pairs in the human
genome and (b) the 2,289,929 resolvable pairs of nick sites that do not contain any
N-base regions. We chose to present the data in 3-D form, rather than as a heat map,
to make it easy to visualize the effect of removing N-base regions.
set includes 2,289,929 pairs of nick sites. Figure 3.2b shows that the anomalously short
extensions from the original data set are removed by eliminating the systematic error
in L by only considering the known portions of the human genome.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 High-Throughput Data
Human DNA and the high-throughput afforded by genome mapping in nanochannels
are essential to the robustness of our experiments. In contrast to microorganisms and
viruses, whose DNA are commonly exploited for polymer physics [114], human DNA
possesses a wide range of % GC content. As an extreme example, we identified pairs
of nick sites with very similar separations on chromosome 6 (2,555 bp separation) and
chromosome 15 (2,504 bp separation) with % GC contents of 16.4% and 74.7%, respec-
tively. To ensure adequate sampling, we restricted our attention to % GC contents from
32.5% to 60%; each pair of nick sites in this range is sampled at least 10 times in our
experiment.
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Figure 3.3: Heat map of the number of measurements of extension using a bin size of
2.5% for % GC content and 35.5 kbp for the number of kilobase pairs between nick
sites, Nkbp. The tick labels on the left y-axis of Nkbp and on the bottom x-axis of %
GC content indicate the midpoints of the bins. The upper histogram presents the total
number of data points in each % GC content bin.
Figure 3.3 summarizes the resulting data set, which contains 50,493,547 measure-
ments obtained from single molecules of DNA. The trend in % GC content at fixed Nkbp
reflects the sequence of the human genome, which is AT-rich. The trend in Nkbp at fixed
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Figure 3.4: (a) Heat map of the fractional extension using a bin size of 2.5% for % GC
content and 35.5 kbp for the number of kilobase pairs between nick sites, Nkbp. The tick
labels indicate the midpoints of the bins. (b) Average fractional extension as a function
of % GC content (blue circles) and Nkbp (brown squares). The notation 〈X〉 indicates
averaging over either % GC content or Nkbp.
% GC content arises because each DNA molecule (e.g., Fig. 3.1d) will contribute many
measurements with short distances between nick sites but only a few measurements at
long distances.
Figure 3.4 shows how the fractional extension between each pair of nick sites depends
on the % GC content and the genomic distance Nkbp between those nick sites. We
report our results here in terms of the fractional extension, X/L, where X is the DNA
extension measured between a pair of nick sites, assuming that the contour length L can
be obtained from the 0.34 nm rise in B-DNA. While high levels of YOYO intercalation
can increase L [108], the effect should be small at our low dye loading. We will address
any systematic errors introduced by this assumption later.
It is reasonable to question whether the fractional extension is correlated to number
of nick sites. Figure 3.5 shows the result of our analysis for the % GC content = 36.25
% bin and the Nkbp = 162.25 kbp bin, which we chose as a representative example. For
a given pair of nick sites within that bin, we computed the number of intervening nick
sites, which is the x-axis of the figure. There are 72,572 pairs of nick sites and 1,341,530
measurements in this bin, which should give a convincing statistical result as to whether
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Figure 3.5: Average fractional extension as a function of the number of nick sites between
a given pair of nick sites for data in the 36.25% GC content and Nkbp = 162.25 kbp
bin. Each data point represents the average value of X/L for pairs of nick sites in the
human genome with at least 10 measurements. There are 72,572 pairs of nick sites and
1,341,530 measurements in total.
the number of nicks within a pair of nick sites is correlated with fractional extension.
From visual inspection, we do not see any correlation between the fractional extension
and the number of nick sites from Fig. 3.5. To be more quantitative, we did ANOVA
and obtained an F-ratio = 0.0041. That is, we cannot reject the null hypothesis where
all average fractional extension of each bin of number of nick sites are equal. There is
no statistically significant correlation between the fractional extension and the number
of nick sites between a given nick pair.
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After excluding the potential factor, number of nick sites between a given pair of
nick sites, that might affect fractional extension, we focused on the other two controlled
variables, the % GC content and the genomic distance Nkbp between pairs of nick sites.
To know which one is the significant factor to affect the fractional extension, an analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s minimum significant difference (MSD) test for the
data in Fig. 3.4 are provided in the following section.
3.4.2 Statistical Analysis of Data in Fig. 3.4
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Complete Data Set We first used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine if
there is a statistically significant increase in the fractional extension, X/L, as either the
% GC content or genomic distance between nick pairs, Nkbp, increases. The underlying
DNA sequences are 2.5 to 393 kilobase pairs long and contain % GC contents between
32.5% and 60.0%. Figure 3.6 shows how the data in Fig. 3.4a were binned using a bin
size of 2.5% for % GC content and 35.5 kbp for the number of kilobase pair, Nkbp,
between nick sites. Each data point in Fig. 3.6a and b is the average value of X/L for
a given nick pair. Figure 3.6c provides a histogram for the appearance of different X/L
data in a linear format, with an upper bound of X/L = 1.4.
Figure 3.6a and b are cutoff at X/L = 0.5 and X/L = 1.4. Bear in mind that, in
our statistical analysis and calculation of the average extensions, we use all of the data
obtained in the experiments (see §3.5.3 for more information and Fig. 3.11 for the full
range of X/L) and weight by the number of times a nick pair appears.
For the ANOVA, the null hypothesis is
H0 : X¯1 = X¯2 = ...X¯i = ... = X¯k (3.1)
where X¯i is the sample mean value in the i
th bin and k is the total number of independent
bins in a comparison. The alternative hypothesis is
H1 : These means are not all equal. (3.2)
The test statistic for ANOVA is to calculate an F ratio from: (i) sum of squares
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Figure 3.6: Measurements of the fractional extension X/L versus (a) % GC content
and (b) genomic distance between nick pairs, Nkbp. Each data point represents the
average value of X/L for pairs of nick sites in the human genome with at least 10
measurements. The total number of data points in these panels is 2,289,594. Light and
dark blue/orange dots in Figs. 3.6a and b represent different bins using a bin size of
2.5% for % GC content and 35.5 kbp for Nkbp. Grey dots represent the data that were
excluded from our analysis. There are a total of 11 bins in each of these panels and the
plot is cutoff at X/L = 0.5 and X/L = 1.4. (c) Probability of observing an X/L value
using a bin size of 0.025. The extension X/L = 1 is indicated by the dashed line.
within the bin (SSW),
SSW =
k∑
i=1
Ni∑
j=1
(Xj − X¯i)2 (3.3)
where Ni is the sample size in the i
th bin; (ii) the degree of freedom within the bin,
dFB = N − k (3.4)
where N = 50, 493, 547 is the total number of measurements and k = 11 is the number
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Bin number i
Variable Quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
% GC Ni(×105) 26.4 91.7 110.6 95.2 66.9 43.7 29.9 20.6 11.6 5.8 2.5
X¯i 0.8654 0.8663 0.8677 0.8697 0.8716 0.8737 0.8757 0.8775 0.8790 0.8826 0.8852
Nbp Ni(×105) 121.3 104.6 88.3 70.8 52.2 33.6 18.5 9.0 4.1 1.8 0.7
X¯i 0.8725 0.8703 0.8696 0.8691 0.8688 0.8685 0.8686 0.8687 0.8689 0.8689 0.8688
Table 3.1: Bin statistics for ANOVA. Ni is the number of entries in bin i and X¯i is the
average value in bin i.
of bins; (iii) the sum of squares between the bins (SSB),
SSB =
k∑
i=1
Ni(X¯i − X¯)2 (3.5)
where X¯ = 0.8701 is the overall mean; and (iv) the degree of freedom between the bins,
dfB = k − 1 (3.6)
For notational simplicity, we use the variable X here to denote the fractional extension
(X/L). The F -ratio is then given by
F =
SSB/dfB
SSW/dfW
(3.7)
The statistics for Ni and X¯i are in Table 3.1. The bin-averaged fractional extensions
reported in Table 3.1 appear as the values of 〈X〉/L in Fig. 3b.
We obtained F = 29.60 for % GC content and F = 0.98 for Nkbp. These ratios
indicate that the means for X/L binned by % GC content are more significantly different
than the means binned by Nkbp. The decision rule for an ANOVA F -test is to compare
the test statistic result with an appropriate critical F value determined by dfW and
dfB from a table of probabilities for the F distribution. To reject the null hypothesis
at a 95% confidence level (which we also use later for Tukey’s minimum significant
difference), the test statistic needs to be larger than the critical value, Fc = 1.83. That
is, we only reject H0 for the comparison that was binned by % GC content. The value of
F = 29.60 for % GC content even rejects the null hypothesis at a 99.99999999999999%
confidence level (Fc = 9.98) calculated by a Matlab F inverse cumulative distribution
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function (finv).
Re-sampled Data There are correlations in our data that are not included in the
preceding ANOVA analysis because each molecule contributes many barcode pairs to the
data set. To see if the correlations affect our conclusion, we implemented a resampling
method to our data set to minimize the possible systematic error. Starting with the
2,289,929 pairs of nick sites in the data set, we randomly picked a set of nick sites
pairs in which any pair of nick sites is at least 500 kbp away from any other pair of
nicking sites in the resampled data. This restriction is trivially satisfied by nick pairs on
different chromosomes, so the restriction was only imposed between pairs of nick sites
on the same chromosome. By doing so, we could dramatically reduce the probability
that a pair of nick sites came from the same molecule; only molecules that can span this
large gap and have both of the randomly selected nick pairs on either side of the gap
could be correlated. This is highly unlikely. We repeated this analysis 100 times, each
time randomly picking a new set of nick pairs, and there were around 3,000 pairs of nick
sites in each resampled data set. ANOVA was applied to calculate the F-ratio for each
of these 100 data sets after binning them by Nkbp and % GC content, respectively.
The critical value for these 100 resampled data sets is still Fc = 1.83. Figure 3.7
shows the F-ratio computed for each of the 100 resampled data sets. For clarity, panel
(a) shows the F-ratios, while panels (b) and (c) show the ratios of the F-ratios for each
re-sampling of the data. While the F-ratio values binned by Nkbp now are higher than
the critical value due to the smaller degree of freedom within the bin, the F-ratio values
which were binned by % GC content are much higher than the values binned by Nkbp,
which indicates that there is larger difference between 〈X〉/L binned by % GC content
than binned by Nkbp. The resampled ANOVA leads to the same conclusion as our first
attempt of analysis, namely that we should bin our data by % GC content instead of
Nkbp.
Tukey’s Minimum Significant Difference (MSD)
We also used Tukey’s minimum significant difference (MSD) to find means that are
significantly different from each other in both of the comparisons. The MSD is defined
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Figure 3.7: (a) F-ratio of 100 resampled data sets obtained by ANOVA. Blue circles are
the F-ratios for data binned by % GC content, and yellow circles are F-ratios for data
binned by Nkbp. There are around 3,000 pairs of nick sites in each resampled data set,
and each pair of nick sites is at least 500 kbp away from others if they are on the same
chromosome. (b) The ratio of F-ratios binned by % GC content to Nkbp. (c) The ratio
of F-ratios binned by Nkbp to % GC content.
as
MSD = Qα(k,N−k)
√
(SSW/dfW)
N∗
(3.8)
where Q is a critical value determined by a significance level, α, found in a Studentized
Range q Table, and N∗ is a modified sample size,
N∗ =
k∑k
i=1N
−1
i
(3.9)
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Figure 3.8: Results of Tukey’s MSD test at an α = 0.05 significance level. In the figure,
the area below the diagonal is the comparison of % GC content, and the upper part is
the comparison of Nkbp. Each box represents the result of an MSD test which compares
the means for X/L of the corresponding column bin i and row bin j. Boxes labeled
in green indicate that the means are not significantly different when binned by Nkbp;
boxes in yellow indicate that the means are not significantly different when binned by %
GC content, and boxes in blue indicate that the means are significantly different when
binned by % GC content. The diagonal of the plot, corresponding to MSD between the
same bin, is not meaningful.
At a significance level α = 0.05 (i.e., 95% confidence), corresponding to Q = 4.43, we
obtain MSD = 0.0064 for % GC content and MSD = 0.0224 for Nkbp. If the absolute
value of the difference of either two means of bins, |X¯i − X¯j |, in a comparison is larger
than the MSD, then the means of these two bins are significantly different from each
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other at the corresponding significance level.
Figure 3.8 summarizes the result of Tukey’s MSD test for a significance level α =
0.05. We can see all pairs of means in the Nkbp comparison fail the MSD test, which
is consistent with the result of ANOVA. That is, the results from ANOVA and MSD
both indicate that means for X/L are more significantly different when binned by %
GC content.
Based on the statistical analysis, we conclude that the increase in the average fac-
tional extension, 〈X〉/L as % GC content increases (blue circles in Fig. 3.4b) is statisti-
cally significant. In contrast, 〈X〉/L when binned by Nkbp is not statistically different
(brown squares in Fig. 3.4b).
We thus proceed by only binning the data with respect to % GC content. Figure 3.4b
shows that the change of the average fractional extension, 〈X〉/L versus % GC content
is small, around 2%. However, this small change is crucial to our genomic strategy.
Genome mapping is required to obtain the measurements of L from the DNA sequence.
The mapping method is robust to such small changes in extension since it is a de novo
method that relies on pattern recognition [115]. Drawing a statistically meaningful
conclusion, though, requires precise measurements of 〈X〉/L. Figure 3.3 indicates that
each of these % GC content bins contains between 105 to 107 measurements. As a result,
the standard error of the average extension, 〈X〉, within a given % GC content bin is
very small.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Statistical Terpolymer Model
Simulations of channel-confined wormlike chains [51,100] indicate that, for the fractional
extensions in Fig. 3.4b, the chain lies within the Odijk regime [93]. The corresponding
fractional extension is predicted to be [93,95]
〈X〉/L = 1− 0.18274(Deff/lp)2/3 (3.10)
where Deff is the effective channel size available to the chain. For very small channels,
such as those used here, the exact value of Deff is not obvious due to the electrostatic
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interactions between DNA and the channel walls [44, 116]. However, we would expect
those interactions to be independent of sequence. To proceed, we adopt the standard
approximation [100] of Deff = D−w, where w = 7.6 nm is the Stigter effective width [75]
for our 48 mM buffer. As was the case with L, we will address any systematic errors
from this assumption shortly. Inverting Eq. (3.10) yields the persistence length, and the
results as a function of % GC content are shown as blue solid circles in Fig. 3.9.
The sequence-dependence of the DNA persistence length can be explained by model-
ing the DNA as a statistical terpolymer, illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3.9 and described
in more detail in Appendix A. The particular sequence of the DNA is replaced by an
effective sequence where a G-C bond is replaced by S (strong hydrogen bonding) and an
A-T bond is replaced by W (weak hydrogen bonding). The bending energy depends not
on each base itself but on the sequence of dinucleotide pairs [68]: ESS, ESW, and EWW.
Previously, Hogan et al. measured these bending energies by triplet state anisotropy
decay [68]. We constrain the present model by the ratio of the bending energies ob-
tained in these experiments: ESW/ESS = 1.4/2.9 and EWW/ESS = 0.82/2.9 [68]. The
persistence length at large length scales emerges from the local bending energies. As
such, the relevant bending energy is the weighted average of the dinucleotide pairs in
the sequence,
E =
∑
i,j
pijEij (3.11)
where (i, j) ∈ (S,W). Denoting the % GC content (i.e., the probability of locating a
G or C base) by γ, the probabilities pij of observing particular dinucleotide pairs in
a statistical terpolymer are pWW = (1 − γ)2, pSW = pWS = γ(1 − γ) and pSS = γ2,
leading to the bending energy E = EWW(1 − γ)2 + ESWγ(1 − γ) + ESSγ2. Assuming
that the surface moment of inertia, Is, is independent of the sequence, the intrinsic
persistence length is given by lp,0 = EIs/kBT [68]. Polyelectrolyte theory [52, 53, 67]
further requires that the persistence length include an electrostatic contribution lp,el due
to screening of backbone charges by the counterions in solution. We assume that all
sequences are affected by electrostatics in the same manner, since they arise from the
acidic backbone. By fitting to experimental data for λ-DNA, Dobrynin [67] obtained
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Figure 3.9: Persistence length as a function of % GC content. Blue circles are exper-
imental data using Deff = D − w = 33.4 nm (solid circles) and Deff = 30.1 nm (open
circles). Dashed line is the statistical terpolymer model prediction in Eq. (3.13) and the
orange diamonds are the model predictions using the average dinucleotide composition
in each % GC content bin. Inset: Statistical terpolymer model. The DNA sequence is
converted first into a sequence of strong (G-C) and weak (A-T) hydrogen bonds. The
persistence length is computed from the resulting sequence of dinucleotide pairs (WW,
SW, or SS) based on their respective bending energies Eij , where i, j = (S,W).
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the empirical formula
lp [nm] = lp,0 + lp,el = 46.1 +
1.9195√
I [M]
(3.12)
where I is the ionic strength. Using γ = 0.4986 for λ-DNA yields ESSIs/kBT = 82.2
nm (see Appendix A). As a result, the statistical terpolymer model predicts (see Ap-
pendix A)
lp [nm] = (23 + 33γ + 26γ
2) +
1.9195√
I [M]
(3.13)
This is the key result of our analysis, and extends Dobrynin’s result for the GC-even
genome of λ-phage DNA to the range of sequences commonly found in human DNA.
Figure 3.9 shows that Eq. (3.13) (dashed line) captures the trend in persistence
length as a function of % GC content. As noted previously, there are systematic errors
due to the intercalation of YOYO dye (which affects L) and the DNA-wall electrostatic
interactions (which affect Deff). It is also possible that there is an additional source of
systematic error from the effect of intercalation on the persistence length, but there is a
growing body of systematic experimental work [60,87] indicating that intercalation does
not affect the persistence length. These systematic errors should affect all sequences
in the same manner, so they would shift the prediction of the model up or down, but
would not change the curvature. Indeed, Fig. 3.9 shows that we can bring the model
into agreement with the experiments by assuming Deff = 30.1 nm (open circles in
Fig. 3.9), which is certainly within reason based on the uncertainty in the DNA-wall
interactions [44,116] and the accuracy of the SEM characterization of such a large array
of channels.
To check the accuracy of assuming a random sequence, we also computed the dinu-
cleotide composition between pairs of nick sites from the DNA sequences that lie within
a given % GC content bin, and then recomputed the predictions of the model by replac-
ing the probabilities in Eq. (3.11) with those data. Figure 3.9 shows that accounting for
the exact DNA sequence (orange diamonds in Fig. 3.9), rather than assuming a random
sequence with a particular averaged % GC content (dashed line in Fig. 3.9), hardly
affects the result.
On the basis of the result we demonstrated, we were interested how our conclusion
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would be affected if more restrictions were applied to our data. We also examined
whether the accuracy of the model could be improved with 10-dinucleotide model of
Geggier et al. [2]. In the following sections, we discuss several cases where our data was
treated with additional analyses first and compared to the model afterwards.
3.5.2 Results with the Data Binned by Variable Width Bins
Table 3.1 shows the results of bin-averaged fractional extensions binned by equal width
bins in % GC content and Nkbp. However, the results in bins of high % GC content and
high Nkbp have significantly less data than other bins. To check whether this difference
in bin occupancy number affects our result, we binned our data with variable width
bins and repeated the analysis. However, given the amount of data we acquired and the
way it was compiled, it is prohibitively costly to re-sort all of the data to have exactly
the same number of measurements in each bin. As a more computationally feasible
alternative, we first re-binned our data with a very small bin size of % GC content, 0.1
%. We then clustered these bins and so that there are approximately 200,000 to 600,000
measurements in each % GC content bin.
Figure 3.10 shows that the result for the persistence length with variable width bins
(light blue open circles) is essentially the same with the data binned by uniform width
bins (blue solid circles). We conclude from this figure that the different bin occupancy
numbers did not affect our analysis.
3.5.3 Outliers in the Data Set
Semilogarithmic Plot of Fig. 3.6c
Figure 3.6c provides a histogram for the appearance of different X/L data in a linear
format, with an upper bound of X/L = 1.4. Figure 3.11 provides the same result in a
semilogarithmic format with an upper bound of X/L = 5. Figure 3.11 does a better job
of presenting the outliers than Fig. 3.6c, as they are so rare that they are smaller than the
line thickness when plotted in a linear format in Fig. 3.6c. However, Fig. 3.11 requires
some care in interpreting the importance of the outliers since their frequency is several
orders of magnitude lower than the center of the distribution but the semilogarithmic
of the plot makes them seem more frequent at first glance.
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Figure 3.10: Persistence length as a function of % GC content. Blue circles are ex-
perimental data binned by the consistent width bins (solid circles) and binned by the
variable width bins (light blue open circles). Dashed line is the statistical terpolymer
model prediction in Eq. (3.13) and the orange diamonds are the model predictions using
the average dinucleotide composition in each % GC content bin with consistent width
bins.
The physically impossible values of X/L arise from the systematic errors in L due to
differences between the genome of the cell line and the human reference genome. While
these errors occur hundreds of times, they still only represent a very small portion of
the data set. Note that a single DNA molecule that covers a structural variation with
respect to the reference human genome can contribute many times to this histogram
since each pair of nick labels on that molecule constitutes a single measurement.
The number of such anomalous measurements decreases as Nkbp increases due to
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of X/L in semilog version using a bin size of 0.05 for X/L. Most
of the data are strongly concentrated around the mean extension X/L = 0.87. The light
blue shading represents the area where X/L > 1. The maximum in the distribution is
at X/L = 0.85.
dilution; a small structural variation can produce a large error in L for small Nkbp but
its effect is minimal for large Nkbp. However, it is more likely that the effect can be
explained by the relationship between the standard deviation of fractional extension
and contour length. Explicitly, the extension X scales like L while its variance scales
like L1/2. It then follows that the standard deviation of the fractional extension has the
scaling
〈(X/L− X¯/L)2〉1/2 ∼ L−1/2 (3.14)
Figure 3.12 shows the heat map of the standard deviation of fractional extension binned
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Figure 3.12: Heat map of the standard deviation of fractional extension using a bin size
of 2.5% for % GC content and 35.5 kbp for the number of kilobase pairs between nick
sites, Nkbp. The tick labels indicate the midpoints of the bins.
by % GC content and Nkbp. The standard deviation of fractional extension for the small-
est Nkbp bin is much higher than the standard deviations for other values of Nkbp, a
result which is expected from Eq. (3.14). The higher standard deviation of fractional
extension at short Nkbp can be due to the structural variation, as we discussed previ-
ously, or it can also be due to the effect of different sequence orders, such as AAGG,
or AGAG, which will have larger influence on shorter Nkbp than longer Nkbp. Fortu-
nately, Fig. 3.6a shows that the anomalously large measurements of X/L are distributed
throughout the % GC content range and thus cannot be the source of the statistically
significant increase in X/L as a function of % GC content.
We thus chose to work solely in terms of % GC content and include in our analysis
all values of Nkbp. In principle, additional bioinformatic analysis would allow us to
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determine the location of the structural variations within the genome of this cell line,
and thus allow us to remove those nick pairs that contain a systematic error in L due
to the structural variation. Moreover, removing the structural variations would also
further flatten the curve for 〈X〉/L as a function of Nkbp in Fig. 3.4b, since structural
variations play a stronger role at small values of Nkbp. However, given that almost
all of the data lie within physically reasonable values of X/L and the weak trend in
〈X〉/L as a function of Nkbp has low statistical significance, there is little to be gained
by removing the thousands of points (amongst fifty million) that are outliers.
Result after Imposing Additional Quality Cuts on the Data
Although these outliers are just a small portion of the data set, it is worthwhile to
determine if the final result would be improved by imposing additional quality cuts on
the data. To test this question, we extracted data with the range of fractional extension,
[0.825, 0.950], which was determined by Fig. 3.6c. Figure 3.13 shows that our statistical
terpolymer model prediction in Eq. (3.13) (orange dashed line) is even better after
imposing additional quality cuts (black open circle) at high % GC content. However,
the choice of the values of X/L to cut the data is somewhat arbitrary. As a result, we
use all of the data for the figures in the dissertation research and our statistical analysis.
3.5.4 Comparison of Experimental Results with the 10-Dinucleotide
Model of Geggier et al. [2]
In Fig. 3.9, we compare our experimental results with a statistical terpolymer model
that only accounts for the bending energy between three types of dinucleotide pairs: (i)
strong/strong, (ii) strong/weak or weak/strong, and (iii) weak/weak, where the “strong”
base pairs are G/C and the “weak” base pairs are A/T.
Geggier et al. [2] developed a more sophisticated model that takes into account the
ten distinct types of dinucleotide pairs listed in Fig. 3.14. Based on symmetry properties
of the DNA bases [117], Geggier et al. [2] report persistence lengths for each dinucleotide
pair in Table S2 of their paper.
In order to compare our experimental results with that predicted by the model of
Geggier et al. [2], we calculated the average dinucleotide compositions. For each % GC
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Figure 3.13: Persistence length as a function of % GC content. Blue solid circles are
experimental data without additional quality cuts, and black open circles are experi-
mental data with additional quality cuts within the range of fractional extension, [0.825,
0.950]. Dashed line is the statistical terpolymer model prediction in Eq. (3.13) and the
orange diamonds are the model predictions using the average dinucleotide composition
in each % GC content bin.
content bin, we first calculated average dinucleotide composition for each Nkbp sub-bin
therein. By way of example, Fig. 3.14a shows how the dinucleotide composition changes
with different Nkbp within the % GC content = 46.25% bin. The average fraction for
each dinucleotide step is essentially unchanged by the number of kilobase pairs Nkbp
between the nick sites. As a result, we can estimate the dinucleotide composition for a
given % GC content bin by the result of any bin of Nkbp therein.
We also performed the same analysis by examining bins in Nkbp and calculating the
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Figure 3.14: Fractions of different dinucleotide steps for (a) different Nkbp at % GC
content = 46.25% and (b) different % GC content at Nkbp = 20.25 kbp. The model
of Geggier et al. [2] uses all ten dinucleotide pairs to compute the bending energy of
DNA. To provide correspondence with the statistical terpolymer model, the weak/weak
dinucleotide pairs are blue, the weak/strong and strong/weak pairs are black, and the
strong/strong pairs are red.
average dinucleotide composition for each % GC content sub-bin therein. Figure 3.14b
shows the result of average dinucleotide composition with various % GC content at Nkbp
= 20.25 kbp. Clearly, the composition varies and does so in the expected manner. For
example, the weak/weak dinucleotide fractions increase as % GC content decreases.
We estimated the average persistence length of different % GC content by a weighted
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Figure 3.15: Persistence length as a function of % GC content. (a) Blue circles are ex-
perimental data using Deff = 33.4 nm, and grey triangles are the prediction of Eq. (3.15).
(b) Same as (a) with a smaller range for the y-axis.
average,
lp =
10∑
i=1
filp,i (3.15)
where fi is the fraction of the ten dinucleotide pairs in Fig. 3.14b appearing in that %
GC bin and lp,i is the persistence length of that dinucleotide pair in Table S2 of Ref. [2].
The form of Eq. (3.15) is the same as that used in our statistical terpolymer model,
but now we use the persistence length data from Geggier et al. [2]. The result of this
calculation is shown in Fig. 3.15. There is a slightly negative correlation between our
experimental data and the estimation from Eq. (3.15), and the dynamic range in lp is
much smaller than what is observed in the experiments.
The disagreement between the nanochannel stretching experiments and Eq. (3.15)
is expected from the complexity of the human genome. As noted by Geggier et al. [2]
in their study, the persistence lengths obtained from their cyclization experiments
are not expected to be a good model for sequences which contain poly(A) tracts,
poly(A)n·poly(T)n, and/or GGGCCC motifs that possess substantial intrinsic curva-
ture [112,118–122]. Those sequence elements were all excluded from the fragments used
to obtain the data reported in Ref. [2], but they are scattered in the human genome
and should affect the overall persistence length in our study. It would be interesting
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in future work to repeat the analysis in the present contribution using only nick sites
separated by sequences appearing in the data set of Geggier et al. [2] to probe further
the utility of their model.
One untested assumption in our model is the exclusive incorporation of sequence
effects into the intrinsic persistence length. It is relatively straightforward, albeit te-
dious, to test this assumption by repeating the present experiments at different ionic
strengths [123, 124]. We are optimistic that such experiments will validate Eq. (3.13),
as previous experiments on confined DNA [124] provide convincing evidence that the
dependence on ionic strength is correct and electrostatic interactions should govern
long-range interactions.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
Using a high-throughput genome mapping approach, we have obtained circa 50 million
measurements of the extension of internal human DNA segments in a 41 nm × 41 nm
nanochannel. The underlying DNA sequences, obtained by mapping to the reference
human genome, are 2.5 to 393 kbp long and contain % GC contents between 32.5% and
60%. Using Odijk’s theory for a channel-confined wormlike chain, these data reveal that
the DNA persistence length increases by almost 20% as the % GC content increases.
The increased persistence length is rationalized by a model, containing no adjustable
parameters, that treats the DNA as a statistical terpolymer with a sequence-dependent
intrinsic persistence length and a sequence-independent electrostatic persistence length.
We have demonstrated that the persistence length of long DNA has a remarkable de-
pendence on the underlying sequence. We are optimistic that the model proposed in
Eq. (3.13) will prove useful for quantitative analysis of DNA-based experiments.
Chapter 4
Extension distribution for DNA
confined in a nanochannel near
the Odijk regime
This chapter is based on the publication
H.-M. Chuang, J. G. Reifenberger, A. B. Bhandari, and K. D. Dorfman, “Extension
distribution for DNA confined in a nanochannel near the Odijk regime” J. Chem. Phys.
151, 114903 (2019). [125]
4.1 Introduction
When a DNA molecule is confined in a channel or pore, the excluded volume [48] and the
stiffness of the polymer chain [93] cause the molecule to extend along the channel axis.
It is particularly challenging to describe the thermodynamics of this process when the
channel size, D, is commensurate with the persistence length, lp, of the polymer. For
D  lp, known as the Odijk regime [93], the chain is extended close to its contour length,
L, with small fluctuations in alignment with respect to the channel axis [49, 94, 95].
Conversely, for D  lp, the polymer can easily form hairpin bends; the chain statistics
here follow blob theory, described first by the marginal solution behavior embodied in the
extended de Gennes regime [50,100,126,127] and eventually cross-over to the de Gennes
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regime for D  l2p/w [48]. While Odijk [49] proposed an additional scaling regime
between the classic Odijk behavior [93] and the blob regimes [48], observing the scaling
behavior in this so-called backfolded Odijk regime requires that the polymer exhibit a
very large monomer anisotropy [51], the latter measured by the ratio of the persistence
length to the effective width, w, of the polymer. For DNA, the monomer anisotropy
lp/w saturates at lp/w ≈ 10 at high ionic strength and decreases with decreasing ionic
strength [64]. As a result, DNA will not exhibit a backfolded Odijk regime [51]. Rather,
the extension of DNA confined in channels near the persistence length typically appears
as a smooth transition from the de Gennes scaling to the Odijk scaling, with an apparent
extension scaling that is inverse in the channel size [96–101].
Recently, two complementary theories have emerged that subsume the physics of
the extended de Gennes regime and the backfolded Odijk regime into a single regime
characterized by weak excluded volume interactions [4, 102]. The key result of both
theories [4, 102] is the existence of a new scaling parameter, α, that represents the
typical number of overlaps per hairpin bend in the chain, with the fractional extension
of the chain scaling like α1/3. Importantly, the existence of the latter scaling law is not
predicated on a large value of the monomer anisotropy. As a result, these theories [4,102]
should permit a description of DNA extension when D ≈ lp, a technologically important
case [29] for which the inequalities required in previous scaling theories [49] cannot be
satisfied.
DNA is a polyelectrolyte, and nanochannel confinement of DNA takes place in a
system with charged walls. The varied electrostatic interactions in the physical system
are captured within the prevailing neutral wormlike chain model by computing an ef-
fective width w [75], which accounts for the electrostatic contribution to the segmental
excluded volume, a persistence length lp that includes contributions from both the in-
trinsic stiffness and the electrostatic repulsion along the DNA backbone [67], and an
effective channel size Deff , which accounts for the region of the channel that is inac-
cessible to the DNA due to DNA-wall electrostatic interactions [44, 83, 100]. Once this
mapping is complete, the DNA extension within the nanochannel can be described using
one of the myriad theories [4, 48, 49, 93, 102] developed for the confinement of a neutral
polymer between hard walls.
The present contribution addresses the applicability of this neutral wormlike chain
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model to describe the distribution of DNA extensions for channel sizes somewhat smaller
than the persistence length, and thus being proximate to the Odijk regime but not yet
satisfying the strong inequality D  lp. We take advantage of one of the new theories,
the weakly-correlated telegraph model [4], to facilitate this analysis. Recently, O¨dman et
al. have derived an asymptotic solution to the telegraph model for such small channels,
and proposed a method to augment that result to account for the effect of alignment
fluctuations [128]. This theory is reviewed in detail in §4.2. The resulting probability
distributions for the extension X of the chain are in remarkably good agreement with
direct simulations of a confined, neutral wormlike chain [3] when the variance due to
alignment fluctuations corresponds to that in the Odijk regime [95]. The agreement
between simulation and theory persists down to values of α ≈ 0.3, well below the
asymptotic requirement α  1 in the theory [3]. The predictions of the telegraph
model [128] have also been compared to four of the experimental data points from
Reinhart et al. [1], the latter obtained by stretching nick-labeled DNA for genome
mapping in nanochannels at values of α ranging from 0.81 to 8.40 [29]. The results of
this analysis are reproduced in Fig. 4.1. The qualitative agreement between theory and
these particular experiments is satisfying, in particular the presence of similar fat tails
in both theoretical and experimental distributions. However, the agreement between
theory and experiment becomes worse as the channel size decreases [128]. This result is
counterintuitive; decreasing the channel sizes better satisfies the asymptotic condition
α  1, which suggests that the agreement between theory and experiment should
improve with decreasing channel size. The published analysis [128] only compared
theory and experiment [1] for a two distances between nick labels and two channel sizes.
We expand this comparison to the entire data set [1] in §4.3; the discrepancy is prevalent
throughout all of the data.
One possible source of the discrepancy between theory and experiment is a system-
atic bias in the experimental data engendered by the genome mapping method used to
acquire the data. Explicitly, the DNA in the experimental data set [1] were obtained
from E. coli cells, labeled in a sequence-specific manner using a nicking enzyme, and
then injected into the nanochannel device [29]. In order to identify the genomic distance
(in kilobase pairs) between two labels on a given DNA molecule, the label pattern of
that molecule needs to be mapped to the reference genome for E. coli to identify the
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the predictions of the telegraph model and experimen-
tal data in Ref. [1] for the difference between the chain extension, X, relative to the
average chain extension, 〈X〉 for L = 28,125 bp and two channel sizes: (a) D = 40 nm
and (b) D = 51 nm. Reproduced from Ref. [3].
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underlying sequence and, thus, the molecular weight [1]. In our previous experiments,
around 25% to 35% of the molecules in a data set that passed the thresholds of length ≥
50 kbp, and number of labels ≥ 5 did not align to the reference [1]. DNA molecules that
did not map to the reference were not included in the probability distribution. While
many of the unmapped molecules arise from the high variability of the E. coli genome,
molecules with the correct sequence that cannot be mapped may be due to hairpin folds,
which would introduce a systematic bias that cannot be easily resolved using a genome
mapping approach. In addition, the spectrum of GC content in the DNA sample may
have also confounded the analysis [103], although this is not expected to be a significant
factor for reasonably large separations between nick labels [83].
To address these potential concerns about systematic errors in prior experimental
work [1], we have undertaken a new experiment described in §4.4 to attenuate all of
these experimental artifacts. Explicitly, we repeated the experiments of Reinhart et
al. [1] using a single DNA sample, λ-phage DNA, without mapping to any reference so
as to include all the data points for intact, non-overlapping DNA. Our experiments also
probed the extension of DNA at a ratio D/lp = 0.62, and a concomitant value of α =
88.3. This ratio of D/lp is even closer to the Odijk regime than previous experiments [1],
which only achieved a ratio down to D/lp = 0.70. Comparing the experimental data
to the asymptotic solution of the telegraph model [128] reveals that the discrepancy
between theory and experiment continues to increase as D/lp decreases, underscoring
the conclusions of the previous analysis [128] and ruling out the systematic errors arising
in the genome mapping approach [1] on the qualitative conclusions of that analysis. We
posit in §4.5 that the long-range effects of DNA-wall electrostatic interactions, which
are not included in any of the theories for channel-confined polymers, are the source of
the disagreement between the theory and experiment.
4.2 Theory
The one-dimensional telegraph process describes a persistent random walk, where a
particle moves with a fixed velocity v0 on a line for some time T , randomly changing
directions with a rate r. The weakly-correlated telegraph process adds a small penalty
ε for revisiting the same position along the walk, thereby penalizing frequent changes
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in direction. Werner et al. [4] showed how the problem of a channel confined DNA
molecule can be mapped onto the weakly-correlated telegraph model in the limit of
weak excluded volume interactions, i.e. for D  l2p/w. The correspondence between the
decay in velocity autocorrelation for the telegraph process and the decay in orientational
correlations for an confined ideal wormlike chain provides the first step in the mapping,
wherein v0 is replaced by the average orientation a between the ideal polymer backbone
and the channel axis and (2r)−1 is replaced by the global persistence length g, the latter
describing the typical distance between hairpin turns in the absence of excluded volume
interactions [129]. Excluded volume appears in the penalty ε for overlapping segments
of the confined polymer at a given position within the channel [4]. Importantly, the
trio of parameters (a, g, ε) describing the confined polymer problem can all be obtained
from simulations of ideal, confined wormlike chains [4]. The total time of the walk, T ,
corresponds to the contour length of the polymer, L.
Dimensional analysis of the telegraph model reveals that its parameters can only be
combined into a single dimensionless number [4]
α ≡ εg
a
(4.1)
representing the typical number of overlaps per hairpin turn. The same scaling pa-
rameter was obtained by Chen [102] via analysis of the self-consistent field equation
description for a confined wormlike chain. The parameters appearing in Eq. (4.1) have
been computed by Werner et al. [4] over the range of channel sizes relevant to DNA
confinement; one can readily map the primitive variables (lp, w,D) describing the con-
fined polymer problem to the telegraph model parameters via interpolation of the data
in Ref. [4].
The region of the phase space immediately proximate to the Odijk regime corre-
sponds to small channels, α 1, but long chains, L g; the cross-over into the Odijk
regime takes place when L g and α 1, such that there are no hairpin turns in the
small channel. In the dual asymptotic limit α  1 and L  g, the telegraph model
can be solved [128]. The leading order probability distribution for the chain extension
is [128]
P (X ′, T ) ∼ N 1 +
√
1−X ′2
(1−X ′2)3/4 exp
[
−
(
L
2g
)
S(X ′)
]
, (4.2)
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where N is the normalization factor, X ′ = X/(aL), and the action is
S(X ′) = 3α(1−X ′) + 1−
√
1−X ′2. (4.3)
The predictions of Eq. (4.2) are in excellent agreement with numerical simulations of
the weakly-correlated telegraph process [128], verifying the asymptotic solution of the
model.
The telegraph model treats the alignment of the polymer with the channel axis in a
mean-field manner through the average alignment a between the polymer backbone and
the channel axis, and thus does not include the alignment fluctuations that are present
in the Odijk regime [94,95]. As the channel size decreases, the Odijk fluctuations become
increasingly significant and eventually overwhelm the rapidly decreasing magnitude of
the extension fluctuations due to hairpin formation at large values of α [4]. To account
for the Odijk fluctuations, O¨dman et al. [128] proposed augmenting the telegraph model
with the Odijk regime fluctuations via the probability distribution
P(X,L) =
∫ aL
0
dX1P (X1, L)ρ(X1 −X), (4.4)
where
ρ(δX) = (2piσ20)
−1/2 exp
[
−δX
2
2σ20
]
(4.5)
is a Gaussian with variance σ0.
In their comparison with experimental data [1], O¨dman et al. [128] treated σ0 as an
adjustable parameter. In principle, we would anticipate that σ0 would be the variance
in extension in the Odijk regime
σ2Odijk = 0.0096
LD2
lp
(4.6)
obtained by Burkhardt et al. for a wormlike chain confined to a square channel [95]. We
have recently demonstrated [3] that Eqs. (4.4)-(4.6) provide excellent agreement with
pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method (PERM) simulations of confined wormlike chains.
Indeed, we found that Eq. (4.4) captures simulation data down to α ≈ 0.3, well below
the asymptotic limit α 1.
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Figure 4.2: Composite, false-color image of λ-DNA molecules with backbone (blue) and
the Nt.BspQI nick sites (green) obtained in 34 nm nanochannels. The representative
λ-DNA molecules (in the white rectangular boxes) have 9 (upper panel) and 7 (bottom
panel) resolvable labels, respectively. The distances between the nearest pairs of labels
are measured and compared to the reference. A detailed discussion on filtering data for
contour length and the correlation coefficient between the image and the reference is
provided in §4.4.1.
4.3 Comparison to Experimental Data for E. coli
We begin our analysis of the telegraph model by comparing its predictions to a set of
extension measurement distributions produced by Reinhart et al. [1] for the MG1655 E.
coli strain in five channel sizes, ranging from 40 nm to 51 nm, in a research-grade version
of the Bionano Genomics Irys genome mapping system [29]. The image data acquired
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in this system are similar to that in Fig. 4.2, which provides a representative image
obtained using the approach described in §4.4.1. The channel sizes used by Reinhart et
al. [1] were close to the DNA persistence length of 52 nm expected for the 0.5x TBE
buffer used in those experiments, which has an ionic strength of 103 mM due to residual
chemicals used for the nick-labeling reaction that remained in the running buffer [84].
For each molecule, they extracted each section that contained at least 5 contiguous
labels that were perfect matches to the reference genome; this region could include the
entire molecule. The images provided measurements of the extension X (in nm), while
the maps to the reference genome provided the corresponding contour lengths L (in
base pairs). A given molecule can contribute many measurements to the total data set,
since they contain multiple labels [1, 103]. For comparison to the theory, we assume a
conversion of 0.34 nm per base pair due to the low YOYO dye loading (1 dye molecule
per 37 bp) used in the experiments. The probability distribution histograms for the
experimental extension data used bin sizes of L = 250 bp for the separation between
nick labels on the DNA to minimize the impact of errors in fluorophore localization
on the measured the distance X between the labels. The minimum distance between
labels was set to 2500 bp, to remove effects of the diffraction-limited optics on label
resolution [130]. Depending on the channel size, these experiments involved between
1839 and 9598 molecules, producing between 8.7×104 to 8.0×105 measurements of the
extension X between label pairs. This data density is sufficient to produce histograms
of X − 〈X〉 for a particular bin in L, where 〈X〉 is the average extension for label pairs
within that bin.
In their comparison of the telegraph model to experimental data, O¨dman et al. [128]
selected two representative values of the contour length between separations, L = 28,125
bp and 53,125 bp, for both the smallest (40 nm) and largest (51 nm) channel sizes. The
variance σ0 appearing in Eq. (4.5) was treated as an adjustable parameter to fit the
right tail of the distribution, with the fitted value of σ0 being approximately twice that
given by Eq. (4.6) [128]. For the effective channel size, O¨dman et al. considered first
the typical approximation [100]
Deff = D − w (4.7)
where D is the physical channel size and w is the Stigter effective width [75], which is
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D (nm) Deff (nm) a g (nm) α
40 36.4 0.84 884 8.40
42 38.4 0.84 700 6.15
43 39.7 0.84 656 5.32
49 45.4 0.82 385 2.53
51 47.4 0.81 363 0.81
Table 4.1: Telegraph model parameters for the channel sizes appearing in the experi-
mental data from Reinhart et al. [1]. The DNA persistence length is lp = 52 nm and
the effective width is w = 5.6 nm. The effective channel size is 2 nm greater than that
computed from Eq. (4.7) to mimic the best-case scenario of O¨dman et al. [128] The
alignment of the DNA backbone with the channel axis, a, the global persistence length,
g, and the scaling parameter, α, were obtained by interpolation to the simulation data
of Werner et al. [4]
5.6 nm for the experimental conditions [84]. For the experimental data in the 51 nm
channel [1], the fitted value of σ0 led to excellent qualitative agreement between the
theory and experiment. However, there was a significant discrepancy in the left tail for
the 40 nm channel [128]. which is evident in Fig. 4.1. O¨dman et al. noted that this
discrepancy is attenuated (but not eliminated) by assuming an effective channel size
that is 2 nm larger than that computed by Eq. (4.7), and attributed the discrepancy to
uncertainties in the actual channel size available to the channel. We will return to this
issue in §4.5.
The analysis by O¨dman et al. [128] suggests there may be a negative correlation for
the agreement between theory and channel size, but this tentative conclusion rests on
the analysis of only four data points and a qualitative analysis of the data. To provide
a firm foundation for their conclusion, we have re-analyzed the entire data set from
Reinhart et al. [1], and a trio of statistical tests [3] were applied to quantify extent of
the discrepancies between theory and experiment for each channel size.
Our analysis follows the approach of O¨dman et al. [128], using Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5)
to model the extension distribution and treating σ0 in Eq. (4.5) as an adjustable param-
eter. Table 4.1 provides the relevant experimental parameters and the corresponding
telegraph parameter values needed to evaluate Eqs. (4.2)-(4.3). The fitted value of σ0,
required for Eq. (4.4), was determined by fitting the right tail of distribution to the
experimental data. These fitting parameters were obtained separately for each channel
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the predictions of the telegraph model in Eq. (4.4) and
the experimental data of Reinhart et al. [1] for (a) D = 40 nm, experiment; (b) D = 40
nm, theory; (c) D = 51 nm, experiment; and (d) D = 51 nm, theory. Panels (a) and
(c) reproduced from Ref. [1].
size D and each bin in L, and appear in Appendix B Fig. B.4. The three smallest
channels are fit by σ0 ≈ 1.5σOdijk, while the fitting to the two largest channels uses
σ0 ≈ 2.5σOdijk. Inspired by the prior analysis, we used a 2 nm augmentation to the
effective channel size in Eq. (4.7), allowing us to compare the full distributions to the
best case scenario in Ref. [128].
Figure 4.3 provides the comparison between theory and experiment [1] over a wide
range of contour lengths for the 40 nm channel and 51 nm channel considered previously
by O¨dman et al. [128] Companion figures for the data obtained in the 42 nm, 43 nm
and 49 nm channels appear in Appendix B Figs. B.1-B.3. Figure 4.3 confirms that the
qualitative conclusions obtained by O¨dman et al. [128] for two values of L persist for the
entire data set. For the 51 nm channel (Fig. 4.3(c) and (d)), the experimental data and
theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement, with the main difference being the
smoothness of the theoretical result, which is obtained from numerical quadrature, when
compared to the experimental data, which have signficant pixelation due to the limited
sampling in the tails of the distribution. In contrast, the 40 nm channel data (Fig. 4.3(a)
and (b)) exhibit the significant discrepancy in the tails identified previously [128], which
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we now see occur for all values of L.
To quantify the degree of agreement between the theoretical and experimental distri-
butions, we used three statistical tests in accordance with our previous work comparing
simulations of confined, wormlike chains to the telegraph model [3]. These tests require
first converting the probability density functions for each horizontal slice in Fig. 4.3,
which corresponds to bin size at a fixed value of L, into cumulative density functions
(CDF), which are bounded on the interval [0, 1]. The first test computes the root-mean-
square (RMS) error between the experimental CDF and the theoretical CDF. The other
two tests use an empirical distribution goodness of fit [131] (i) the Crame´r-von Mises
criterion, which provides uniform weighting to the data and (ii) the Anderson-Darling
criterion, which gives more weight in the test to the tails of the distribution. This proce-
dure was repeated for the additional heat maps provided in Appendix B Figs. B.1-B.3.
Figure 4.4 provides the results of the statistical tests as a function of contour length.
The absolute values of the deviations measured by these statistical tests increase with the
emphasis that the test puts on the tails of the distribution; the RMS error in Fig. 4.4(a)
is dominated by the central portion of the data, the Crame´r-von Mises criterion in
Fig. 4.4(b) incorporates information throughout the distribution with a uniform weight,
and the Anderson-Darling criterion in Fig. 4.4(c) puts particular emphasis on the tails
of the distribution. The overall trends revealed by these statistics are consistent, with
the exception of the anomalously low values in the 42 nm channel. Figure B.1 shows the
extension distribution for the 42 nm channels is narrower than anticipated, consistent
with previous observations about that particular data set [1].
All of the data exhibit an initial decrease in the deviation with increasing contour
length. We attribute this trend to the asymptotic nature of the solution to the telegraph
model; the chain needs to be sufficiently long to form hairpin bends (L  g), which
is not satisfied for the shortest contour lengths. In general, this initial transient in the
deviation as a function of contour length decays at a label separation of approximately 20
kbp, supporting the smaller value of the contour length selected by O¨dman et al. [128].
The main goal of our re-analysis of the experimental data [1] with the telegraph
model [128] is to determine how the deviation between the theory and experiment
depends on the channel size. Figure 4.5 provides the results obtained using each metric
(RMS error, Crame´r-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling) as a function of channel size,
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Figure 4.4: The result of statistical tests for quantifying the degree of agreement between
theory and experiments: (a) the RMS error, (b) the Crame´r-von Mises criterion, and
(c) the Anderson-Darling criterion. Statistical data were obtained for 40 nm (red), 42
nm (orange), 43 nm (yellow), 49 nm (green), and 51 nm (blue) nanochannels using the
probability distributions in Fig. 4.3 and Figs. B.1-B.3 in Appendix B.
where we have averaged the results in Fig. 4.4 from L = 20 kbp to L = 80 kbp to remove
the aformentioned artifacts that arise at small and large molecular weights. The trends
in Fig. 4.5 are consistent with the conclusions drawn by O¨dman et al. [128] from their
analysis of a limited data set: the deviation between experiment and theory increases
with decreasing channel size, with the exception of the 42 nm channels. As noted in
the context of Fig. 4.4, the magnitude of the deviations for the different statistical
tests reflects their emphasis on the tails of the distribution, which is strongest for the
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Figure 4.5: The result of statistical tests as a function of channel size by averaging the
results in Fig. 4.4 from L = 20 kbp to L = 80 kbp for quantifying the degree of agreement
between theory and experiments: the RMS error (red), the Crame´r-von Mises criterion
(yellow), and the Anderson-Darling criterion (blue). The boxes span from 25% to 75% of
the data, with the lines indicating the median value. For the comparison between theory
and simulation, the dashed line alternating between red and yellow indicates the value
of 0.02 which was obtained by the RMS error and Crame´r-von Mises criterion; and the
blue dashed line is at the value of 0.07 obtained by the Anderson-Darling criterion [3].
Anderson-Darling test and weakest for the RMS error.
It can be challenging to readily interpret the magnitude of the deviations in Fig. 4.5
without a familiarity with these types of measurements. By way of comparison, we recall
that the plots of the CDFs obtained from our recent simulations of confined wormlike
chains [3] were almost indistinguishable from the telegraph model CDFs for large values
of α. The corresponding values of the statistical criteria for α > 1 were approximately
0.07 for the Anderson-Darling criterion (blue dashed line in Fig. 4.5), and 0.02 for both
the RMS error and the Crame´r-von Mises criterion (dashed line alternating between
red and yellow in Fig. 4.5). Figure 4.5 indicates that the deviations for the wider
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channels (49 nm and 51 nm) are similar to those obtained for comparisons between
theory and simulation [3], but the deviations from the Crame´r-von Mises criterion and
the Anderson-Darling criterion, are substantially higher for experiments than simulation
as the channel size decreases. The RMS error deviation remains roughly constant with
channel size, indicating that the theory does an adequate job in capturing the central
portion of the probability distribution, which dominates the RMS error.
It is important to note that the comparison between experiment and the telegraph
theory leading to Fig. 4.5 allows σ0 to be a fitting parameter. Had we required the
theoretical calculations to use the Odijk theory result in Eq. (4.6), which was the case
in the comparison between simulation and theory [3], the deviations between experiment
and theory would increase further.
4.4 Comparison to Experimental Data for λ-DNA
Our re-analysis of the experimental data from Reinhart et al. [1], most notably the statis-
tical tests in Fig. 4.5, suggest an increasing discrepancy between theory and experiment
as the channel size decreases. However, one concern about the genome mapping ap-
proach used previously [1] is that it requires mapping the labeled DNA back to the
reference genome to obtain their contour length. Some molecules do not align to the
reference genome, around 25% to 35% of the molecules in a data set. In cases where the
lack of alignment is due to incomplete nick labeling or changes in the host genome, ex-
cluding these molecules does not impact our physical measurements. However, molecules
that do not align for physical reasons, in particular significant backfolding, are excluded
from the final data set. This is unlikely to be the source of the discrepancy, since we
would expect the exclusion of such molecules to lead to the theory overestimating the
left tail of the extension distribution; this is opposite the behavior shown by O¨dman et
al. [128] and the results in Fig. 4.3(a) and (b).
To rule out the confounding effects due to mapping to the reference genome to obtain
the value of L, this section describes a new experiment using λ-DNA (48.5 kbp) as the
model polymer. These experiments also took advantage of (i) an experimental protocol
that removes the labeling chemicals prior to injection into the nanochannel [46, 47],
allowing us to lower the ionic strength to 48 mM and a corresponding persistence length
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[67] of lp = 54.9 nm, and (ii) the Bionano Genomics Saphyr chip, which lowered the
channel size to D = 34 nm while retaining the high-throughput required to obtain the
tails of the extension probability densities [1]. The latter channel size is similar to the
30 nm × 40 nm lower bound in the classic experiment by Reisner et al. [96], thereby
probing a very low value D/lp = 0.62. If we adopt Eq. (4.7) as the approximation for the
effective channel size and use the DNA effective width w = 7.6 nm predicted by Stigter’s
theory [75], the effective channel size is Deff = 26.4 nm and the ratio Deff/lp = 0.48 is
considerably smaller than unity. We will examine the validity of this effective channel
size in §4.5.
4.4.1 Experimental Method
λ-DNA (48.5 kbp, New England Biolabs) was labeled at the 5’-GCTCTTC-3 site using
the nicking, labeling, repairing, and staining (NLRS) protocol [46, 47]. Briefly, the
λ-DNA were nicked with the nicking enzyme Nt.BspQI, labeled by inserting a cy3-
like fluorophore during the labeling step, repaired using Taq ligase, and stained by
YOYO-1 at a dye to base pair ratio of 1:37. Drop dialysis with Tris-EDTA (TE)
buffer was applied to remove the extra reagents in the previous steps and the DNA
was suspended in the Bionano Genomics running buffer, which has an ionic strength of
48 mM. The experiment was conducted with a BioNano Genomics Saphyr chip, which
contains an array of 34 nm wide nanochannels. The uncertainty in the nanochannel
width is estimated as±2.5 nm [83]. The labeled molecules were driven into nanochannels
by an electrokinetic system, and then sequentially excited by a sapphire green laser (532
nm, 300mW, Coherent) and an OBIS blue laser (488 nm, 300mW, Coherent) to image
the DNA backbone and nick labels, respectively, on a research-grade version of the
Bionano Genomics Saphyr system. Figure 4.2 shows a typical false-color image from
the experiment, with blue and green channels combined.
The acquired image stack includes a total of 1,241,907 molecules. The images were
analyzed by Bionano Genomics’s image processing algorithm (available from Bionano
Genomics) to identify the DNA molecules, measure the extension of their backbone
(blue laser) along the channel axis, and measure the distance between nick sites (green
laser). Owing to its use for genome mapping, the image processing algorithm reports its
output in units of base pairs. The program output was converted to physical distances
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Figure 4.6: Scheme of λ-DNA reference with (a) the locations of all the nick sites
counted from 5’ end and the distance between every nearest pairs of nick sites, and (b)
a schematic molecule that illustrates the diffraction-limited spots. Due to the diffraction-
limited optics, proximate nick sites can merge into a single label if the distance between
pairs of nick sites is less than 1,500 to 2,500 bp. The pair of nick sites that always appear
as a single label are labeled in red (the case of 8th and 9th nick sites); the nick sites that
may be a single label due to fluctuations are labeled in yellow; all other resolvable nick
sites are labeled in green.
using the conversions 366 bp = 1 pixel for the algorithm, which is a built-in conversion
factor in the code, and 1 pixel = 0.1083 µm for the microscope optics.
There exist a number of experimental challenges when using the high-throughput
data obtained by this method for physical measurements, such as incomplete dye la-
beling, shear fragmentation and photocleavage of the DNA, and overlapping molecules,
since the images are acquired without the typical low-throughput approach of screen-
ing the field of view to confirm that the molecules appear to be intact and labeled.
These are not significant issues for the practice of genome mapping [29], since produc-
ing a consensus genome map essentially averages over the data. Since we are interested
in analyzing the tails of the extension distribution, which involve the rare events, we
need to ensure that we only analyzed intact, isolated λ-DNA molecules. To this end,
we adopted the conservative approach of analyzing the extension distribution between
the most distant pair of nick sites of λ-DNA, rather than the extension of the entire
molecule, to ensure that the region between these nick sites (45,315 bp far apart) was
intact. We also adopted a set of three filters that attenuate the effects of systematic
errors in the data set.
In the first filtering step, we confirmed that the molecule has the correct number of
labels. The λ-DNA genome has ten 5’-GCTCTTC-3’ nick sites, illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
However, proximate nick sites can merge into a single, diffraction-limited label if the
distance between pairs of nick sites is less than 1,500 to 2,500 base pairs. This is always
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the case for the 8th and 9th nick sites, which are only separated by 473 bp. It is also
possible that small hairpins can lead to a collapse of the other label pairs indicated
in Fig. 4.6. As a consequence, an image of a completely labeled molecules will have
between 7 and 9 resolvable labels. Fig. 4.2 shows two representative molecules with 9
(upper panel) and 7 (bottom panel) resolvable labels, respectively. Requiring that all
molecules meet this condition reduced the data set to 612,121 molecules.
In the second filtering step, we required that molecules have a backbone extension L
between 14.0 µm and 16.5 µm. The latter value corresponds to fully extended λ-DNA.
The former value corresponds to the distance between the first and last nick points if the
molecule were stretched to the 91.2% extent predicted by Odijk’s theory [93,95], which
is a robust lower bound since there is additional DNA on both sides of those nick sites.
To ensure that our key conclusions are not affected by the choices for these upper and
lower bounds, the Appendix B provides a sensitivity analysis to the parameter selection.
This additional length filter reduced the total size of the data set to 509,070 molecules.
Additional experimental artifacts can arise from small DNA fragments that become
adsorbed to the walls and are imaged along with the free molecules, proximate DNA
fragments within the channel that are erroneously identified as a single molecule [86],
and free dye molecules [85]. To attenuate these effects, the third filtering step checked
that the labeling pattern on the DNA was consistent with the expected pattern for
λ-DNA. While the scoring methods used in genome mapping could be used here, analo-
gous to previous work [86,103], we chose to adopt a different approach that was tailored
to the particular details of the reference λ-DNA pattern in Fig. 4.6 that can accommo-
date readily the diffraction-limited spots. For molecules with 9 labels, we computed the
correlation coefficient between the measured distance between labels and the reference.
For molecules with 8 labels, the same calculation was performed for all possible 8-label
combinations of Fig. 4.6; the calculation for molecules with 7 labels used all possible
7-label combinations. In all cases, we considered both the patterns produced by Fig. 4.6
and their inverse, since the 5’-3’ orientation of the DNA within the nanochannel is not
known. For completeness, all of these possible patterns are included in the Fig. B.5
of Appendix B. We then selected the highest correlation obtained from all of the cal-
culations for that molecule. Only those molecules whose largest correlation coefficient
exceeded a cutoff of 0.98 were included for further analysis. This value was selected
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Deff (nm) a g (nm) α σOdijk (nm)
26.4 0.88 4436 88.3 43.2
34.0 0.85 1289 16.3 55.7
36.5 0.85 973 10.6 59.8
Table 4.2: Telegraph model parameters for the channel sizes appearing in the exper-
imental data obtained from λ-DNA in a D = 34 nm channel. The DNA persistence
length is lp = 54.9 nm and the effective width is w = 7.6 nm. The effective channel
sizes considered are the estimated physical channel size (34 nm), the upper bound in
the physical channel size (36.5 nm), and the approximation in Eq. (4.7). The alignment
of the DNA backbone with the channel axis, a, the global persistence length, g, and the
scaling parameter, α, were obtained by interpolation to the data of Werner et al. [4].
The values of σOdijk are calculated using Eq. (4.6). The value σ0 = 199 nm is the best-fit
parameter to capture the right tail of the distribution and independent of the choice of
Deff .
by first simulating 104 patterns by randomly selecting locations within the simulated
molecule to insert a hairpin using the frequency and hairpin size predicted by O¨dman
et al. using the telegraph model [128]. Simulated label locations below 1,500 bp were
assumed to merge into a single label, and simulated label locations between 1,500 and
2,500 bp were merged into single labels by selecting a uniformly distributed random
variable between those two limits for each molecule and merging an labels that were
separated less than that value. The correlation coefficients for these simulated data
with the reference produced the lowest value of 0.98. This final filter reduced the data
set to 166,340 molecules for analysis. Compared to the molecules left from the previous
filtering step, around 67% molecules were removed in the last correlation coefficient fil-
ter. More data points could be included by lowering the cutoff of correlation coefficient,
and the corresponding sensitivity analysis to the choice of the cutoff value is provided
in Appendix B. Inasmuch as the result from the sensitivity analysis in Appendix B
shows that the adjustment would only broaden the extension distribution and make our
conclusion more significant, here we used the final data set, 166,340 molecules, with the
strictest cutoff setting for the further discussion.
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σ0 = σOdijk σ0 = 2σOdijk Best fit σ0
Deff (nm) 26.4 34.0 36.5 26.4 34.0 36.5 26.4 34.0 36.5
RMS error 0.10 0.093 0.090 0.083 0.069 0.065 0.040 0.040 0.040
Crame´r-von Mises 0.22 0.19 0.198 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.039 0.037 0.036
Anderson-Darling 1.33 1.00 0.90 0.72 0.48 0.41 0.12 0.12 0.11
Table 4.3: Results of the statistical tests for the data in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. B.8 in Ap-
pendix B.
4.4.2 Results
The comparison of the experimental data with the telegraph model requires selecting
an appropriate channel size Deff . We have considered the three possible cases listed in
Table 4.2. The typical approximation [100] given by Eq. (4.7) furnishes Deff = 26.4
nm for a physical channel size D = 34 nm and the effective width w = 7.6 nm at this
ionic strength. We also considered the case where we neglect the long-ranged DNA-wall
excluded volume interactions using the most likely channel size, corresponding to Deff =
34 nm, and the same assumption using the upper bound in the estimate for the channel
size [83], Deff = 36.5 nm. We chose to examine the latter value to provide the most
favorable possible comparison between the theory and experiment, as we know from
prior work [128] that the theory comes closer to the experimental data [1] by increasing
Deff . Nevertheless, if the overall modeling approach is applicable, we would expect the
channel size Deff = 26.4 nm to be the best estimate based on the success of this approach
in modeling DNA confinement in larger channels [80–82,100].
Figure 4.7 compares the predictions of the telegraph model to the experimental data
for each of the values of Deff in Table 4.2, using the telegraph model parameters in Table
4.2. The dotted lines treat the alignment fluctuations using the Odijk variance σOdijk
in Eq. (4.6), while the solid lines use the best-fit value σ0 = 199 following the approach
used by O¨dman et al. [128] and our own analysis in §4.3. We also provide a comparison
between experiment and theory using the correction σ0 = 2σOdijk proposed by O¨dman et
al. [128] in Appendix B Fig. B.8. Table 4.3 provides the statistical tests for comparison
to the λ-DNA experiments.
The disagreement between theory and experiment in the λ-DNA experiments is
even more prominent for this small channel than we observed for the E. coli sample in
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the predictions of telegraph model with σ0 = σOdijk
(dotted lines) and the best fit for σ (solid lines) and the experimental data of λ-DNA
(blue circle). The theoretical distributions were model atDeff = 36.5 nm (red), Deff = 34
nm (yellow), and Deff = 26.4 nm (green) nanochannels using the parameter values in
Table 4.2.
the larger channels. These results indicate that the trend of increasing deviation with
decreasing channel size is robust to the methodology, and not an artifact of the genome
mapping approach used previously [1]. The shortcomings in the model are especially
apparent when the Odijk variance is used to model the alignment fluctuations; the
theory describes neither the right nor left tails.
Allowing the variance σ0 to be an adjustable parameter alleviates the problem some-
what by broadening the predicted distribution to better reflect the experimental results.
However, there are two notable issues with this semi-empirical approach. First, treating
σ0 as a fitting parameter becomes less effective as the channel size decreases. We have
already noted this effect in the context of Fig. 4.5, with the statistical measures of the
deviation increasing with decreasing channel size. Comparing those results for E. coli
DNA to Table 4.3 reveals a continued increase in the deviation between experiments
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and theory for the 34 nm channel, even when we make the questionable approximation
of allowing the DNA to occupy the entire channel cross-section. Second, the deviation
between the best-fit value of σ0 and that predicted for the Odijk regime [95] is increas-
ing with decreasing channel size. The best-fit values of σ0 used by O¨dman et al. [128]
were typically a factor of two larger than the Odijk theory for their limited analysis,
and our analysis of the entire data set (see Appendix B Fig. B.4) suggests this is a
reasonable approximation. In contrast, Table 4.3 indicates that capturing qualitatively
the experimental distribution for D = 34 nm required using a five-fold increase in the
variance with respect to the Odijk theory. While combining the telegraph model with a
fitted variance due to alignment fluctuations may provide a functional description of the
experimental data, the inability to predict the required value of σ0 — and the significant
and growing deviations between the best-fit value and the Odijk theory with decreasing
channel sizes — limits the predictive value of the model.
A possible source of the discrepancy between the theory and experiment lies in the
parameters used to filter the outliers (incomplete labeling, fragmented molecules) in the
data set. We have taken a rather conservative approach to the filtering, as indicated by
the attrition between the original data set and those molecules that were deemed to be
intact, λ-DNA. Appendix B provides a sensitivity analysis to the parameter selection of
the cutoff values for the length filter and the correlation coefficient filter. This additional
analysis indicates that the disagreement between the theory and the experiment was
unaffected by having a stricter restriction on the length filter. The disagreement be-
comes more prominent when lowering the cutoff values of correlation coefficient, which
broadened the experimental distribution by including molecules that were previously
excluded due to poor alignment. We thus conclude that our analysis is robust to the
particular parameters choices used to filter the data.
4.5 Discussion
It is clear from the analysis of our experimental data for E. coli DNA [1] and λ-DNA that
the agreement between the predictions of the telegraph model and the data becomes
worse as the channel size decreases. The salient question is then whether the problem
lies in the telegraph model itself, or the applicability of this particular model to the
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experimental data. Since we have shown elsewhere [3] that the predictions of Eq. (4.4)
are in very close agreement with simulation data for a discrete wormlike chain model, it
appears that the problem lies in the applicability of the this physical model to describe
the experimental scenario.
The most likely shortcoming in the models used to describe DNA in nanochannel
confinement is that these models [4,48,49,102] are derived for a neutral polymer confined
between hard walls. Using such models to interpret experimental data for DNA is
predicated on the assumption that the confined polyelectrolyte physics can be mapped
to an equivalent neutral polymer. The persistence length lp [52,53,67] and DNA effective
width w [75] are mapped using polyelectrolyte theory for unconfined polymers. The
challenge lies in the DNA-wall interactions, which are conventionally handled by defining
an effective channel size Deff < D that accounts for the repulsion of the DNA from the
walls [44,100].
Let us consider, in the context of a relatively simple model, the extent to which
DNA-wall electrostatic interactions are expected to affect the extension of DNA in a
nanochannel. In this context, it is convenient to consider what happens in the Odijk
regime, where excluded volume effects are negligible. Following the notation of Chen
[132], the Hamiltonian for a wormlike chain in an external potential is
H
kBT
=
∫ 1
0
dt
{
lp
2L
∣∣∣∣du(t)dt
∣∣∣∣2 + U [r(t),u(t)]kBT
}
, (4.8)
where r is the spatial position within the channel, u is the (dimensionless) tangent
vector to the backbone chain, t ∈ [0, 1] is the fractional distance along the polymer
backbone, and kBT is the Boltzmann factor. The potential U [r(t),u(t)] is defined
per unit length, such that integration over t provides the total external energy for
the chain. The propagator q(r,u; t) corresponding to Eq. (4.8) satisfies the modified
diffusion equation [132]
∂
∂t
q(r,u; t) =
[
−Lu · ∇r + L
2lp
∇2u −
U(r,u)
kBT
]
q(r,u; t). (4.9)
The Odijk theory can be derived [94] from the case of a neutral polymer interacting
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with hard walls, where the propagator satisfies
∂
∂t
q(r,u; t) =
[
−Lu · ∇r + L
2lp
∇2u
]
q(r,u; t), (4.10)
subject to appropriate boundary conditions on the hard walls [132]. At the scaling
level [94, 133], using r ∼ D and balancing the two terms in the operator of Eq. (4.10)
reveals that u ∼ (D/lp)1/3. The time in the propagator is then t ∼ λ/L, where
λ ≡ (lpD2)1/3 (4.11)
is the Odijk deflection length [93]. Determining the extension of the chain requires
computing the thermal fluctuations for an almost completely stretched chain [93,95]
X = L
[
1− 1
2
∫ 1
0
dt〈u(t)2〉
]
. (4.12)
The scaling 〈u2〉 ∼ (D/lp)2/3 leads to the well known result [93]
X = L
[
1−A
(
D
lp
)2/3]
(4.13)
The prefactor A can be obtained by solving Eq. (4.10) using ground-state dominance
and appropriate boundary conditions for a hard wall [132, 133]. Alternatively, one can
convert the problem into an accelerated particle model [94, 95] or simulate an ideal
wormlike chain using a particle-based model [134]. These different approaches all yield
very similar results [132]; we have typically invoked the result A = 0.18274 obtained by
Burkhardt et al. [95] for square channels.
Now let us consider the case where there is a potential that governs the polymer-
wall interactions, in excess of the infinite energy penalty associated with penetrating
a hard wall. It proves convenient here to recast Eq. (4.9) into a dimensionless form.
Following the preceding analysis, we define a dimensionless position r˜ = r/D, scaled
tangent vector u˜ = u(lp/D)
1/3, and dimensionless time t˜ = tL/λ. Let us further write
the dimensionless interaction potential φ(r,u) = U(r,u)/U0, where U0 is the maximum
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value of U . The dimensionless form of Eq. (4.9) is
∂
∂t˜
q(r˜, u˜; t˜) =
[
−u˜ · ∇r˜ + 1
2
∇2u˜ − βφ(r˜, u˜)
]
q(r˜, u˜; t˜) (4.14)
where
β ≡ U0(λ/L)
kBT
(4.15)
is the polymer-wall interaction energy per deflection segment.
We would expect to recover the Odijk statistics from Eq. (4.14) in the limit β  1,
independent of the particular form of φ(r,u). In this case, the polymer-wall interactions
would represent a small correction, on par with other approximations in the Odijk
theory [93]. We would also expect to recover Eq. (4.13) for cases where the function
φ(r,u) attenuates sufficiently fast such that βφ(r,u) is sensible only in a thin boundary
layer near the wall. In this case, it is convenient to define an effective channel size similar
to Eq. (4.7) that approximates the exclusion of the DNA from the region immediately
proximate to the wall, which is the standard approach for accounting for DNA-wall
interactions when analyzing experimental data [44,83,100].
For our purposes, we need to determine whether βφ(r,u) is sufficiently attenuated at
the experimental conditions used here (D = 34 nm, I = 48 mM). From Dobrynin’s theory
[67], the persistence length is lp = 55 nm and the corresponding deflection segment
length from Eq. (4.11) is λ = 40 nm. For the DNA-wall interaction energy, we adopt the
simple model of a DNA segment of effective charge density νeff moving in an electrostatic
potential ψ(z) = Ψwalle
−κz created by the channel walls [44]
U
L
= νeffΨwalle
−κz (4.16)
where z is the distance measured perpendicular to the surface of the wall. In the latter,
the Debye length is
κ−1 =
√
0bkBT
2NAe2I
(4.17)
with 0 the permittivity of free space, b = 80 the dielectric constant of the buffer, NA
is Avogadro’s number, and I the ionic strength of the buffer. For our conditions, the
Debye length is κ−1 = 1.4 nm. This model assumes, inter alia, that the electrostatic
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problem is one-dimensional. If the Odijk theory can be applied, this assumption will be
reasonable since the DNA-wall interactions will be sensible only within a thin layer near
the wall, which can be approximated as a flat interface without a significant contribution
from the corners.
Both the effective charge of the DNA and the surface potential are affected by the
ionic strength of the buffer. For νeff , we use the approach Stigter [75] developed in the
context of computing the effective width of DNA,
w =
1
κ
[
0.7704 + ln
(
ν2eff
20bkBTκ
)]
(4.18)
For a given ionic strength, νeff is computed numerically by matching the far-field solution
of the Guoy-Chapman model for a charged cylinder of charge density ν to the far-field
solution of the Debye-Hu¨ckel model for a charged cylinder of charge density νeff [135].
Numerical data are available [64] for w as a function of ionic strength, which can be
readily inverted into data for νeff via Eq. (4.18). For our experimental conditions, νeff
= 4.2 e/nm.
For Ψwall, we need to compute the ζ potential of the surface [44],
Ψwall =
4kBT
e
tanh
(
eζ
4kBT
)
(4.19)
The ζ potential for fused silica can be obtained from the model of Behrens and Grier
[136], which involves the simultaneous solution for the ζ potential,
ζe
kBT
= ln
( −σ
eΓ + σ
)
− (pH− pK) ln(10)− σe
CkBT
(4.20)
and the surface charge density,
σ =
20kBTκ
e
sinh
(
eζ
2kBT
)
(4.21)
where pH = 8.6 is a the typical buffer condition [83], and, for silica and glass, pK = 7.5
is the dissociation constant [137], C = 2.9 F/m2 is the Stern layer capacitance [137],
and Γ = 8 nm−2 is the surface density of ionizable groups [138]. The resulting wall
potential is -77 mV.
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Combining the estimates for λ and U0/L = νeffΨwall leads to β = 500. Clearly, one
cannot completely ignore the wall-interaction term in Eq. (4.9). This conclusion agrees
with intuition. DNA is a highly charged object and, in these buffer conditions, silica
is also highly charged and repulsive for the DNA; any attempt to bring the DNA into
contact with the wall is going to be strongly repelled.
The more relevant question is the length scale for the DNA-wall interactions. If the
DNA-wall effect is short-ranged, then one still might expect to observe Odijk statistics
for DNA in a nanochannel, albeit with an effective channel size that is somewhat smaller
than the actual channel due to the local repulsion. Unfortunately, we find that the
magnitude of the wall interaction term, βφ, only decays to the relatively small value
βφ ≈ 0.1 after 8.5 Debye lengths. For our experiments, this decay length corresponds
to z∗ = 12 nm away from the wall, a substantial fraction of the 17 nm half-width of
the channel. It seems implausible that such a long-ranged interaction can be accurately
captured by defining an effective channel size Deff = 10 nm.
It is worthwhile to consider whether the conclusions drawn for our particular ex-
perimental system (D = 34 nm, I = 48 nm) hold for other experimental systems that
are proximate to the Odijk regime. Figure 4.8 provides data for the dimensionless wall
interaction parameter β and the position z∗ where the wall interaction energy βφ(z)
decays to 0.1 kBT . The solid black curve extends the results for our particular channel
size to a wide range of ionic strengths. Even at the relatively high ionic strength of
100 mM, the wall interaction remains sensible out to a considerable distance z∗/D =
0.25. As the system probes deeper into the Odijk regime (D/lp = 0.1), the effect of
wall interactions only becomes more important. We have also considered the marginal
case of D = lp, where our analysis becomes suspect due to the emergence of excluded
volume interactions. Neglecting that complication, we again see that DNA-wall elec-
trostatic interactions remain very prominent at lower ionic strengths. Even at an ionic
strength of 100 mM, the effect of a single wall continues to persist to almost 20% of the
channel cross section. We thus conclude that DNA-wall electrostatic interactions play
an important role for all experimentally relevant scenarios for confinement in channels
near the persistence length.
Clearly, the theoretical analysis pursued here is a simplified description of the ex-
perimental scenario, neglecting the effects of segmental excluded volume in the polymer
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Figure 4.8: Plot of (a) the dimensionless wall interaction parameter β given by Eq. (4.15)
and (b) the position z∗ at which the wall interaction potential βφ(z) decays to 0.1kBT
as a function of buffer ionic strength for channel sizes that are proximate to the Odijk
regime. The dashed blue curve corresponds to D = lp, the solid black line corresponds
to the ratio D = 0.62lp for a 34 nm channel and a 48 mM ionic strength, and the dash-
dot gold line corresponds to D = 0.1lp. The black circles are the results of the analysis
for the experiments of §4.4. Note that the ratio z∗/D is the DNA-wall electrostatic
interaction length due to a single wall relative to the entire channel size.
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model and treating the electrostatic problem without any ion correlation effects. It
nevertheless illuminates two challenging directions for improving our understanding of
DNA confinement in such small channels. At a fundamental level, it is worthwhile to
examine how the Odijk theory is affected by polymer-wall interactions that are long-
ranged. There is already evidence [116] that the mapping to an effective channel size
fails for sufficiently strong wall interactions. A more detailed analysis is possible by
solving Eq. (4.10) for a model potential, following previous work on confinement of
ideal chains [133], or by simulating the discrete wormlike chain model for small channel
sizes [116]. Such an analysis would also benefit by considering in detail the channel
shape, rather than the simplified one-dimensional model used here. Moving past this
relatively straightforward question poses significant challenges for theory and simula-
tion, such as providing a more realistic electrostatic model that includes electrostatic
correlations that would affect the DNA configuration [139] and capturing the physical
chemistry of the interactions between different ions and DNA [140,141].
4.6 Concluding Remarks
While the confined neutral wormlike chain model has proven to be a robust model for
describing DNA confinement in relatively wide nanochannels [80–82], where the elec-
trostatic interactions are localized to a small region near the channel walls, the results
presented here suggest that these interactions play an important role in governing the
extension of DNA for channels close the persistence length. This conclusion confers
both challenges and opportunities. Developing a detailed model for the various elec-
trostatic interactions taking place between a highly charged polyelectrolyte confined in
close proximity to charged walls is not trivial, especially if ion correlation effects and
the physicochemical details of the DNA and the particular ions play an important role.
However, if such a polyelectrolyte model were available, it could be used to great benefit
to understand the strong extension of DNA in nanochannels smaller than its persistence
length, which underlies the genome mapping technology [29] and, as our analysis sug-
gests, remains an unsolved problem. We are optimistic that such a model could also be
merged with the basic principles underlying the telegraph model since the idea of pro-
jecting the three-dimensional walk of the DNA onto an effective one-dimensional walk of
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the telegraph particle should be robust to the details of the walk that is being projected.
In particular, analysis of the parameters in the telegraph model reveals that the scaling
parameter α is most sensitive to the global persistence length [4], which itself is a very
sensitive function of the channel size (for hard walls) [51, 129]. Understanding how the
global persistence length is affected by DNA-wall electrostatic interactions is the most
promising route towards improving the agreement between theory and experiment for
channel-confined DNA. Importantly, the global persistence length is a property of ideal
wormlike chains [129], and there exists a powerful propagator approach [142] for com-
puting it. Modifying that approach [142] to account for electrostatic interactions, even
within the simple models used here, provides an enticing opportunity.
Our analysis of DNA-wall interactions also provides an interesting perspective on
different methods for equilibrium stretching of DNA by channel confinement. Two
general approaches have been proposed, the relatively high ionic strength, small channel
approach used here [29] and a low ionic strength, large channel approach [143,144]. To
date, the metric used to compare methods is the ratio of the channel size to persistence
length, D/lp, since it is the relevant parameter for the Odijk theory in Eq. (4.13). Our
analysis suggest that the DNA extension should be a function of both D/lp and the wall
interaction parameter β in Eq. (4.15). A particularly strong test of our conclusions would
be to examine these two approaches at the same values of D/lp < 1. The electrostatic
interactions embodied in β, as well as the length scale describing their decay, will be
different for the two systems due to the nonlinearity of the electrostatics models. If
these experiments furnished different DNA extensions at the same value of the Odijk
parameter D/lp, this would be a strong indication that DNA-wall electrostatic effects
indeed play a prominent role.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Discussion
As stated in the beginning, understanding the behavior of DNA in confinement and the
corresponding physical properties is like a huge puzzle. We aimed to find the missing
pieces of the puzzle to give a more comprehensive model for DNA in confinement when
interpreting experimental results. Along the way of the work, some interesting questions
came out and are worthwhile to be further studied. As such, we are going to review the
important accomplishments in this dissertation, and discuss future research direction
from these open questions with some preliminary results in this chapter.
The behavior of DNA in confinement can be roughly differentiated as four regimes
as a function of channel size. These four regimes can be regarded as the edge pieces
of the puzzle. The frame of the puzzle began with the corner pieces (the Odijk regime
and the de Gennes regime), and was gradually connected with the edge pieces by the
development of theories within the two limiting cases (the backfolded Odijk regime and
the extended de Gennes regime). The key physical parameters used to characterize
DNA are like the unifying aspects of the puzzle. Those are the obvious features which
are much like the easy regions that make up the body of a puzzle. While one would
think the puzzle is about to be completed, it turns out there are missing pieces which
are crucial to connecting multiple features or between the feature and the edge. This
dissertation work contains two missing pieces of the puzzle. The most important findings
are that there are couples of oversimplified assumptions which were misused or even not
considered in previous studies. In addition, this research work provided convincing
conclusions based on high-throughput data, generated by a genome mapping technique,
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and relevant statistical analysis, which highlights the importance of combining different
disciplines in science to achieve research goals.
While the sequence-dependent bending energy of short DNA molecules has been
studied for many decades, how this behavior is connected to the persistence length
of DNA at long length scales remains unclear. For simplicity, an approximation of
sequence-independent persistence length is usually used to interpret experimental results
when using long DNA as a model polymer for physics experiments. In Chapter 3,
we tested this conventional assumption by measuring the extension of human DNA in
nanochannels with a high-throughput genome mapping technique. Around 20% increase
in the persistence length was found as % GC content increases. The key outcome of the
work is a new model that greatly captures the experimental results. This model, which
contains a sequence-dependent intrinsic persistence length and a sequence-independent
electrostatic persistence length, is straightforward to use in the analysis of experimental
data.
While DNA is taken as a neutral polymer in theories for the behavior of DNA in
confinement, a comparison between a series of experimental data measured at different
channel sizes and theory showed a breakdown in the model as the channel size ap-
proaches the Odijk regime of strong confinement. The result revealed that a systematic
source of error exists in the whole system that cannot be resolved by a simple adjust-
ment in the calculation process. A dimensional analysis later showed the DNA-wall
electrostatic interactions which were ignored in the model might be the source of dis-
agreement. This discovery provides a potential explanation to the discrepancy in the
previous studies [80,83] between experiments and simulation or experiments and theory.
Based on the findings in Chapter 3 and 4, we observe that the local properties of
DNA such as the persistence length and the electrostatic forces play an important role
when characterizing the overall behavior of DNA in confinement. It is reasonable to
then postulate the following: is the electrostatic persistence length also dependent on
the sequence? If the DNA-wall electrostatic interactions do depend on the sequence and
will have significant effects at small regions, the electrostatic persistence length should
also be dependent on the DNA sequence in the same manner. To begin, we examine
how the ions in solution interact with DNA. At low salt concentration, where there
are fewer cations in solution, DNA molecules tend to stretch more in confinement as
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of DNA-ions electrostatics caused by different ionic strength.
(a) DNA stretches more at low ionic strength due to fewer cations which reduces the
screening of backbone charges. (b) DNA stretches less at high ionic strength due to
more cations which increases the screening of backbone charges. (c) An idea of whether
DNA-ions electrostatic interactions depend on DNA sequences due to different numbers
of highly electronegative atoms in G-C and A-T base pairs.
shown in Fig. 5.1a. One of the major assumption of the model in Chapter 3 is that
all sequences are affected by DNA-ions electrostatic interactions in the same manner,
so the electrostatic persistence length is kept the same albeit varying % GC content
at some particular ionic strength in the original experiment. This choice was based on
the assumption of exclusive binding between cations and phosphate groups. However,
there is literature indicating that there are more electronegative atoms in G-C base pairs
than that in A-T base pairs [145], which means sequences with GC-rich region might
bind a different number of cations than AT-rich region as shown in Fig. 5.1c. Uneven
distribution of cation density near the minor groove [140, 141] might also affect the
ion-DNA electrostatic interactions and further influence the overall behavior of DNA in
confinement.
In fact, we did test the idea by measuring the extension of human DNA in a 30
nm × 30 nm nanochannel at various ionic strength with the same experimental method
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Figure 5.2: Persistence length as a function of % GC content at various ionic strength.
Circles are experimental data using Deff = D − w at each ionic strength. Dashed lines
are the statistical terpolymer model prediction in Eq. (3.13). The ionic strength of each
curve of circles/dashed lines is 100 mM, 89 mM, 72 mM, 55 mM, 36 mM, and 27mM
from bottom to top, respectively.
described in Ref. [83], and the preliminary result is shown in Fig. 5.2. The prediction
lines (dashed lines) deviate significantly from the experimental curves (circles), with
slopes increasing as the ionic strength decreases. Even if the deviation of intercept
between the prediction lines and experimental results can be attributed to a systematic
error of how salt concentration was changed in the experimental method, the reason
for the increase in gradient as the ionic strength decreases and how the model can be
modified to account for that remain unclear.
Fortunately, statistical procedures might help answer these questions. Some tech-
niques such as principal component analysis (PCA) and regression can help in filtering
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out the most relevant variables from a bunch of correlated variables to make a predictive
model using an appropriate algorithm. As mentioned in chapter 3, a question like how
the intrinsic curvatures affecting the overall behavior of long DNA in confinement, has
multiple correlated variables. Sequences such as poly(A) tracts, poly(A)n·poly(T)n, and
GGGCCC motifs that possess substantial intrinsic curvature [112, 118–122] may have
effects of different extents on the behavior of long DNA. How to quantify the effects
of each candidate sequence requires a huge database and an effective calculating ap-
proach. In fact, the use of statistical methods alongside an abundance of data makes up
a powerful field of research, machine learning, which is one of the most popular scientific
studies in these decades. It might be useful to employ machine learning insights to the
research of polymer physics. With the huge amount of genomic data at hand and the
application of machine learning, the question raised above can be, optimistically, solved
in a short time.
In the end, we believe that the pieces of puzzles that we found along the way and
those in the near future will provide a firm foundation for the analysis of DNA-based
experiments to improve genome mapping technologies.
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Appendix A
Supporting Information to
Chapter 3
A.1 Details of the Statistical Terpolymer Model
As noted in §3.5, the bending energy is given by the sum
E =
∑
i,j
pijEij , (A.1)
where pij is the probability of having dinucleotide pair (i, j) and Ei,j is the bending
energy for that pair.
If we denote by γ the probability of picking a S in the 5’-3’ direction (strong base
pairing between G and C) then 1−γ is the probability of picking a W in the 5’-3’ direction
(weak base pairing between A and T). Assuming random statistics, the probability of
picking SS is
pSS = γ
2, (A.2)
the probability of picking WW is
pWW = (1− γ)2, (A.3)
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and the probability of picking either SW or WS is
pWS = pSW = γ(1− γ). (A.4)
Note that these probabilities are normalized properly:
pSS + pSW + pWS + pWW = γ
2 + 2γ(1− γ) + (1− γ)2 = 1 (A.5)
The bending energies are obtained from the experimental results of Hogan et al. [68].
We found that the absolute values of the bending energies do not lead to a useful result,
but using the relative values work well. From the table in Ref. [68], we have
ESW
ESS
=
1.4× 109 dyne/cm2
2.9× 109 dyne/cm2 (A.6)
and
EWW
ESS
=
0.82× 109 dyne/cm2
2.9× 109 dyne/cm2 (A.7)
Note that the value of 2.9 × 109 dyne/cm2 for G-C base pairs is from the longest
molecules in the data set of Hogan et al. [68], whereas the other data come from shorter
molecules.
Using only the ratios of these bending energies leads to one free parameter in the
model at this stage. We chose the free parameter to be ESS, and we will remove it at a
later step in the analysis. Putting everything together so far,
E = (1− γ)2EWW + 2γ(1− γ)ESW + γ2ESS (A.8)
Dividing through by ESS and substituting the numerical values gives
E
ESS
= (1− γ)2
(
0.82
2.9
)
+ 2γ(1− γ)
(
1.4
2.9
)
+ γ2 (A.9)
The intrinsic persistence length (at infinite ionic strength) is [68]
lp,0 =
EIs
kBT
(A.10)
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where Is is the surface moment of inertia and kBT is the Boltzmann factor. We can
rewrite this as
lp,0 =
(
ESSIs
kBT
)[
(1− γ)2
(
0.82
2.9
)
+ 2γ(1− γ)
(
1.4
2.9
)
+ γ2
]
(A.11)
From Dobrynin’s theory [124], the intrinsic persistence length for λ-DNA is 46.1 nm.
The GC content of this sequence is γ = 0.4986. So we have
46.1 nm =
(
ESSIs
kBT
)[
(1− 0.4986)2
(
0.82
2.9
)
+ 2(0.4986)(1− 0.4986)
(
1.4
2.9
)
+ (0.4986)2
]
(A.12)
which reduces to
46.1 nm = 0.5611
(
ESSIs
kBT
)
(A.13)
whereupon we remove the remaining free parameter by requiring that
ESSIs
kBT
= 82.2 nm (A.14)
Using this result in Eq. (A.11) gives
lp,0 [nm] = (82.2)
[
(1− γ)2
(
0.82
2.9
)
+ 2γ(1− γ)
(
1.4
2.9
)
+ γ2
]
(A.15)
which gives us back the result for §3.5 of Eq. (3.13),
lp,0 [nm] = 23 + 33γ + 26γ
2 (A.16)
The final result is rounded to two significant digits based on the experimental data
reported in Ref. [68].
The reason for using ratios of bending energies in the data of Hogan et al. [68], rather
than the absolute values, emerges from Eq. (A.14). If we assume a rise of 0.34 nm/bp,
this results suggests that the GC persistence length is 241 bp, which is approximately
half that reported by Hogan et al. [68].
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B.1 Comparison to Experimental Data for E.Coli
The following plots (Fig. B.1-B.3) are equivalent to Fig. 4.3 in §4.3 for the other channel
sizes.
Figure B.1: Comparison between the predictions of the telegraph model in Eq. (4.6)
and the experimental data of Reinhart et al. [1] for (a) D = 42 nm, experiment; and
(b) D = 42 nm, theory.
Figure B.4 shows the comparison between the best fit value of the adjustable pa-
rameter, σ0, and the corresponding σOdijk for each channel size D and each bin in L.
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Figure B.2: Comparison between the predictions of the telegraph model in Eq. (4.6)
and the experimental data of Reinhart et al. [1] for (a) D = 43 nm, experiment; and
(b) D = 43 nm, theory.
Figure B.3: Comparison between the predictions of the telegraph model in Eq. (4.6)
and the experimental data of Reinhart et al. [1] for (a) D = 49 nm, experiment; and
(b) D = 49 nm, theory.
B.2 Comparison to Experimental Data for λ-DNA
B.2.1 Additional Information for the Experimental Method of λ-DNA
Experiment
All of the Possible Resolvable Labeling Patterns of λ-DNA
Figure B.5 shows all of the possible labeling patterns of λ-DNA for the correlation
coefficient filter.
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Figure B.4: The best fit value of the adjustable parameter, σ0, obtained by fitting the
right tail of distribution to the experimental data of Reinhart et al. [1] following the
approach of O¨dman et al., [128] divided by the corresponding σOdijk calculated using
Eq. (4.6) for each channel size. Channel sizes for the data points are 40 nm (red), 42
nm (orange), 43 nm (yellow), 49 nm (green), and 51 nm (blue), respectively.
Sensitivity Analysis to the Parameter Selection
In §4.4, to extract the intact λ-DNA molecules that were not sheared between the first
and last nick sites (45,315 bp apart), we adopted a set of three filters that attenuate the
effects of systematic errors in the data set. In the first filtering step, we confirmed that
the molecule has the correct number of labels. A completely labeled molecule will have
between 7 and 9 resolvable labels, as shown in Fig. B.5. The total number of molecuels
was reduced from 1,241,907 to 612,121 in this filtering step. Next, we required that
molecules have a backbone extension L between 14.0 µm and 16.5 µm. The latter value
corresponds to fully extended intact λ-DNA (48,510 bp) as a conservative limiting value.
The former value corresponds to the distance between the first and last nick points if
the molecule were stretched to the 91.2% extent predicted by Odijk’s theory [93, 95]
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Figure B.5: All of the possible labeling patterns of λ-DNA for the correlation coefficient
filter. The number refers to the distance in units of base pair between every nearest
pairs of nick sites. The schematic molecules indicate the diffraction-limited spots on the
reference.
assuming Deff = 26.4 nm for a physical channel size D = 34 nm and an effective width
w = 7.6 nm at an ionic strength of 48 mM, using the approximation in Eq. (4.7). After
applying these lower and upper bounds to the molecule length, the number of molecules
left after applying the filtering step was reduced from 612,121 to 509,070.
The parameter setting of lower and upper bounds will determine the number of
molecules used for the analysis. To ensure the selection of lower and upper bounds of
molecule length do not affect the conclusions of our analysis, here we applied a sensitivity
analysis to the parameter selection by varying the lower and upper bounds of molecule
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Deff (nm) Odijk extension (%) lower bound (µm) upper bound (µm)
26.4 91.2 14.0 15.0
34.0 88.6 13.7 14.6
36.5 87.8 13.5 14.5
Deff (nm) number of molecules σ0 (nm)
26.4 497,046 198
34.0 373,432 212
36.5 293,635 215
Table B.1: The extension, lower and upper bounds of molecule length, number of
molecules left after the length filter was applied, and the best-fit parameter, σ0, to
capture the right tail of the distribution for the channel sizes considered in the sensitiv-
ity analysis. The filter for the number of labels that requires 7-9 labels for a molecule
was applied in advance to the whole data set (1,241,907 molecules), and the number of
molecules left after that first filter was applied is 612,121.
length. With the same setting of the filtering step in §4.4, i.e., the lower bound, 14.0 µm,
and Deff , 26.4 nm, we first re-considered the case where the upper bound of the intact
molecule length was set at the 91.2% extent predicted by Odijk’s theory [93,95] instead
of the full extension. The number of molecules is reduced by applying this adjustment
to the molecule length filtering step. The corresponding distribution is shown in the
green dashed line in Fig. B.6. There is nearly no difference between the two distributions
when we only change the upper bound of molecule length. We next checked two other
cases for Deff which were discussed in §4.4, Deff = 34 nm, where there are no DNA-
wall excluded volume interactions for the most likely channel size, and Deff = 36.5 nm,
the upper bound in the estimate for the channel size [83]. Odijk’s theory [93, 95] was
applied to estimate the extension rate for both of the two Deff cases, and the lower and
the upper bounds of molecule length were adjusted accordingly. Table B.1 provides the
Odijk extension, lower and upper bounds of molecule length in the unit of µm, number
of molecules left after the filter was applied, and the best-fit parameter, σ0, to capture
the right tail of the distribution for each Deff . The results of data distribution with Deff
= 34 nm, and Deff = 36.5 nm are shown in yellow and red dashed lines, respectively in
Fig. B.6.
From the molecules left after applying the molecular length filtering step in Ta-
ble B.1, we found a large number of data points were excluded from the data set as
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Figure B.6: Result of the data distribution with different settings for the lower and
upper bounds for the molecule length following Table B.1. The effective channel sizes
considered are the estimated physical channel size (34 nm, yellow dashed line), the upper
bound in the physical channel size (36.5 nm, red dashed line), and the approximation
in Eq. (4.7) (26.4 nm, green dashed line). The parameters of lower and upper bounds
of the filter for the settings in §4.4 (blue circles) were provided in §4.4.1.
Deff increased. In principle, this should increase the agreement between theory and
experiment, since we would expect that these molecules represent the outliers that are
broadening the experimental distribution relative to the predictions of the theory. How-
ever, the extension distribution in Fig. B.6 shows no obvious change even between the
two most different cases, the one with Deff = 36.5 nm (red dashed line) and the one used
in §4.4 (blue circle). Around 40% of the data were removed by adjusting the setting
of the lower and upper bounds of molecule length for these two cases, but the shapes
of data distribution and the best-fit parameters, σ0, to capture the right tail of the
distribution are nearly unchanged.
We next performed a sensitivity analysis to the cutoff of correlation coefficient in
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cutoff number of molecules
0.950 298,620
0.955 273,137
0.960 241,301
0.965 216,638
0.970 202,216
0.975 189,205
0.980 166,340
Table B.2: Number of molecules left after the correlation coefficient filter was applied.
Two filters were applied in advance to the whole data set (1,241,907 molecules), a filter
of number of labels within 7-9 labels, and a filter of molecule length between 14.0-16.5
µm. The number of molecules left after the first two filters were applied are 612,121
and 509,070, respectively.
the last filtering step. In §4.4, we assigned a cutoff value of 0.98 to the correlation
coefficient. Nearly 67% molecules from the previous filtering step were removed by this
strict filter. We are interested to see if our conclusion is affected by the selection of the
cutoff, which may be too stringent for filtering the data. We performed a sensitivity
analysis to the parameter selection by varying the value of the correlation coefficient
cutoff from 0.95 to 0.98 with 0.005 increments. The corresponding numbers of molecules
left after applying this filter for each cutoff value are listed in Table B.2. Figure B.7
shows the results of data distribution for each value of cutoff.
After applying the filtering steps in Table B.2, more molecules were kept in the
data set as the value of the cutoff decreased, as we would expect since we now permit
less correlation between the measured label pattern and the reference. However, the
distribution of extensions for the experiments in Fig. B.7 became broader as the cutoff
values were lowered, which means the disagreement between the theory and the experi-
ment is even more prominent when we relax our restriction on the cutoff of correlation
coefficient.
From the sensitivity analysis to the lower and upper bounds of molecule length,
we found the data distribution is unchanged and thus our conclusion was unaffected
by setting a different Deff . From the sensitivity analysis to the cutoff of correlation
coefficient, we found our conclusion was even more convincing since including more
data broadens the extension distribution when decreasing the cutoff values. We thus
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Figure B.7: Result of the data distribution for each cutoff value of correlation coefficient
in Table B.2. The cutoff value of correlation coefficient used in §4.4 (blue circles) is 0.98.
conclude that our analysis is robust to the particular parameters choices used to filter
the data.
B.2.2 Additional Information for the Result of λ-DNA Experiment
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Figure B.8: Comparison between the predictions of telegraph model with σ0 = 2σOdijk
(dashed lines) and the experimental data of λ-DNA (blue circle). The theoretical dis-
tributions were model at Deff = 36.5 nm (red), Deff = 34 nm (yellow), and Deff = 26.4
nm (green) nanochannels using the parameter values in Table 4.2 of §4.4.2.
